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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
122I SW 4tl'Avenue, Room 140 
Poftland, Oregon 97204 
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50s ikeway - Iiroposed Traffîc Divelsion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear Cifi Auciitor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikervays Project, which will soon be coining before the Ciff 
Council for approval. I am wholeheaftedly in favor of effoÉs to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of tlie 50s Biheway. However, thele is one aspect of the 
project that is of great coltcern to me and many of my rieighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d attd SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportatiãn (PBOT)ìs recomrnending that all 
ilorthbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing nortlr 
on SE 52"d at SE, Division 

I strongly tpfiûse a diven"siom aÉ SE 52nd ar*d SE Ðivision. This option (referred to by pBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problerns than it solves. It places a¡ 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burclen of the Bikeway in this two-block sectio¡ on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balancecl solutions which woulcl accomlnçcl¿1s 

without adversel)¡ irnpactingjhe 100s of people who live Uqarby or clrive throush 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and rnonitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; aud removing east side parking in this two block stletch in order to accolnmo date a 
bike lane fiust like PBOT is recommencling Sor-rth of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasouable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness ancl livabiliff of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway genelally but oppqsgd the diverter. The vote against the divefter was veiy clòse and 
demoustrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We astrr tlaat CiÉy Coumcil 
direct PtsOT úo punsue altennatives lvhictrr are less drastic amd less divisive, whicn¡ have Éhe 
supporú of úhe majonity of neighhors rnosÉ af'fected arnd whictrr hetten' hala¡lce the needs of' 
the Bikeway witËr the saf'eúy, peacef,ulness and trivaÌ¡ility of oun neighhonhoods" We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and rnore fully engage residents in possible 
solutioits for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, did not know aþout the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recomrnend it. The public process on the
diveÍer issue has beeu very poor'. 

Tlre diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d,but it has gteat potential to increase tr.affic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already exper'ienced a significalt 
increase in "cut thi ough" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 5 1't, 53'd and 54tl' and all the way up
to 59rl'to avoid the congestion on Division. This lias already degradecl the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe tliat a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of the traffic fi'om 52"d (a two-lane stleet) onto our 
Ilarrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-tht.ough traffic 
avoiding the SE 50tl' ancl Division intersection as ã pr'oblem early on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal ivhich rnerely shifts the problern of cut-through traffîc to narrower adjacent streets.
 
'fhis cloes not ulakc sense.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's
 
standarcls for what is au "acceptalsle" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriafe for
 
these nanow resideutial streets. Mr. Newlands has statecl fhat an acceptable level of increasecl
 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars ol rnore per day. This
 
rvould nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considerecl a "low impact" and
 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, everl if traff,rc volurnes exceeded acceptable limits during
 
testiug, PBOT lias stated that its response would be to "rnitigate" the impact with devices such as
 
sireed bumps, stop signs and additional diveiters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is
 
unlilcely the rnitigation tools would be effective. Additional ineasures will cost even rnore tnoney
 
and would not be necessary if the diveñer was not put in at 52"d in the first place.
 

I sfrongly support alternative measules in lieu of diver-ting noilhbound ti'affîc on SE 52"'1. PBOT
 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on
 
adjaceirt streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl' and SE 60th and Divisioir to
 
improve traff,rc flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through
 
cleating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctioìr,
 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-irnpact "Option C". Th.ese two options could
 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of
 
52nd Ave. Another viable option rvould be to leave the traffio "as is" on tliis hryo-block stretch,
 
which rnany believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traff,rc and existing traffic with
 
nothing more than minirnal road signage. Another option would be to fbllow the same plan on
 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bilceway soutli of Division - that is, to
 
i'ernove east side street parking in older to put in a irorthbound bike laile frorn 52"d and Divisiol
 
to 52"d and Lincoln. All of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely
 
affecting such a large number of neighbors.
 

I sún'omgly uÌ'ge you Éo voÉe againsû úhe divension¡ of, nonthbou¡td car úraf'fia aÉ 52nd and
 
Ðivisiom a¡ld ask PBOT' Éo ¡lun'sue lowen irnpact atrten¡ratives in closen cniatrogue with affectecl
 
neighbors whictrr súrike a moì'e reasonahle balanee hehveem Éhe meeds of'the tsikewav and
 
the safeÉv" peacef'¡¡lness and livability of ¡rearhy streeÉs" A Bilceway which is implemented
 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and
 
ireighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us.
 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 
) 
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2341 SE 53'd Ave. (between Division-Sherïnan Streets) since l98l 
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Re: 50s Bikeway - opposition to Proposed rraffic Diversion at sE 52"d and Division 

E:Pleasetqkeintoconsiderationq!]-themodificøtionsthatareplannedforSE52nd 
Avenue between SE Foster and SE Division Streets, and balance everyone's needs with an option 
at SE s2nd/Division that will not be so divisivefor my neighborhood. The proposed trffic 
diversion has implications for emergency vehicles, and would block the safest route from SE 52"t 
via SE Sherman St. to my home. 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
proj.ect that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52noand SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recommending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and-bicycles) be prohibited from contiñuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52'd and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adyersely impacting the l00s of people who live nearby or drive tlu.ough 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommo date a 
bike lane (just like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway andthe safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15, 2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very close and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of my neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 
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The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 51'1, 53'd and 54tl' and all the way up 
to 59tl'to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and t believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problern and end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
nan'ow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-through traffrc 
avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as a problem early on its planning, yet has settled 
on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to narrower adjacent streets. 
This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as i 50-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of haffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 

speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even rnore money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52nd. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. 'oOption A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tr' and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffìc through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunction, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, notjust the two block stretch of 
52"d Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is'j on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. All of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion ofnorthbound car traffic at 52od and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safety. peacefulness and livability of nearbv streets. A Bikeway which is implemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thàhk yotl for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 
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City Auditor $:iur¡rî*g fiT.r;Ë/å1 6,¡1 $:,ïl 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
l22l SW 4'l' Aveuue, Room l40 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

July 5, 201 I 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52ud and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valacle: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be corning before the Cify 
Council for approval. I am wholeheaÉedly in fävor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transp'ortatión (PBO'I) ìs recommending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52n'r and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problerns than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. Tl el'g are more reasqnable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these altenlatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonatrle balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverler. The vote against the divefter was very close and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood ovei this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisiveo which havc the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. l, along with many of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traff-lc on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 51", 53'd and 54rl'and all the way up 
to 59tr'to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefulneJs 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"'1 will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
llarl'ow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project team itself identifÌed cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50tl' and Division intersection as a problern early on its planning, yet his settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problern of cut-through traffrc to narrower adjacent streets. 
This does not nrake sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase of tlaffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or rnore per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, eveu if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 

speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"'t. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50'l'and SE 60rl' ancl Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desited alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic tlrrough 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these alternatives, preferably in oonjunction, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52"d Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic 'oas is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accomrnodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than rninirnal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. All of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affectirrg such a large number of neiglrbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safeW" peacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is irnplemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you fol your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 
MizNakajima 
Resident ol'53'd Ave since 712009 
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City Auditor ÈLtþTTflft ül.r';å"åt pf'f *r4? 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room l40 
Por'tland, Oregon 97204 

a-?.I ¿-"" 2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bilceways Project, which will soon be coming before the City
 
Council for approval.I am wholeheafiedly in favol of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for
 
bicyclists and see man5l positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. Flowever, there is one aspect of the
 
proj.ect that is of great concem to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversio¡ at SE
 
52nd ancl SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transpãrtation (PBO'I) ìs recornrnending that all
 
norlhbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing nortlr
 
on SE 52"d at SE Division
 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52nd and SE Divisio¡r. This option (refelred to by pBOT as 
"Optiott C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places a1 
unnecessaly and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. are 11101'e tions wliich 

without adverselv i le who live ive th 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of tum signals and pinch points, wliich PBOT has 
already identifìed as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accormnodate a 
bike lane fiust like PBOT is recommending Soutli of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair aud reasottable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets 

On June 75,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was vely close and 
demonstrates the strong division iir our neighborhood over this issue. We ash that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majorify of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutious for this two-block shetch. I, along with many of my neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recornmend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52n'1, but it has great potential to increase tr.affic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have alreacly expelienced a significalt 
iucrease ilt "cut tlrrough" haffic as drivels cut through on SE 51't, 53'd ancl 54'l'and all the way up 
to 59tl' to avoid the congestion on Division. This lias alreacly degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end r-rp diverting a large share of the traffic fì'orn 52nd (a two-lane street) o¡to our 
narrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50rr'and Division intersection asã pì'oblern early on its planning, Szet has settled 
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on a proposal whicli merely shifts the problern of cut-through traffic to narrov/er adjacent streets. 
This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is au "acceptable" increase oftraff,ic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "lovr' impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"ð. It is 
unlikely thè mitigãtioir tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly suþport alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50th and SE 60d'and Division to 
improve trafFtc flow through these desired altematives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altematives, preferably in conjunction, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traff,ic and existing traffrc with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to.followthe same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recornmending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d andDivision 
to 52nd and Lincoln. Ali of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote aeainst the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike â more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikewav and 
the safety. peacefulness and livabilify of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is implernented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 
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Cify Auditor 
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LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4'l'Avenue, Room 140 
Poftland, Oregon 97204 

July _, 201 I 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52"d arid Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval. I am wholeheaftedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see rnany positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concern to me and many of rny neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recomrnending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d, at SE Division 

X stn'ongly oppose a diversion at SE 52"d and SE Ðivision. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting tlie l00s of people who live nearby or drive through 
this area. These altematives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but voted to oppose the diverter. The vote against the divefter was very close 
and demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. At a June I meeting 
with Rich Newlands, Sarah Figliozzi and residents which called at the request of opponents to the 
diversion and was attended by more than 50 people, more than 2/3 of the attendees voted to 
OPPOSE the diverter. We ask that City Council direct PEOï' to pursue alternatives which 
are less drastic and less divisive, which have the support of the rnajorify of neighbors most 
affected and which beúter balance the needs of the tsikeway with the safety, peacefulness 
and livabilify of our neighborhoods. We also ask that City Council direct PBOT to slow down 
and rnore fully engage residents in possible solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with 
many of my neighbors, did not know about the proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to 
recornmend it. The public process on the diverter issue has been very poor. 

Tlre diverter will reduce car lr:afftc on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 5 l't, 53'd and 54tl' and all the way up 
to 59tr' to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood ancl I believe that a divert er at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow adjacent streets (which in most cases are single-lane streets). Tlie Bikeway project team 
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itself identified cut-through traffic avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as a problem
 
early on its plar, ning, yet has settled on a proposal whicl-r merely shifts the problern of cut-through
 
trafftc to narrower adjacent streets. This does not make sense.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase of traffic on adjacent streets ale inappropriate for 
these uarrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double tlie daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testittg, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed burnps, stop signs and additional divefters rather than remove the divefter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the rnitigation tools would be effective. Additional rneasures will cost even rnore money 
and would not be necessary if the divefier was not put in at 52"d in the first place. I adamantly 
oppose testing of the diverter. 

I strongly support alternative rneasures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"'r. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative irnpact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl' and SE 60tl' and Division to 
improve traffic flow tlirough these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conju¡ctio-n, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming forthe whole neighborhood, not justthe fwo block stretch of 
52"o Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle fi'affic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minirnal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan o¡ 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bilce lane from 52nd and Divisio¡ 
to 52"d aud Lincoln. This last option would be consistent with the implementation of the Bikeway 
south of Division, would increase bicycle safety witliout creating new problems for adjace¡t 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these options would increase safety 
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neighbors of tlie Bikeway. 

I strongtry urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traf,fic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in close dialogue with affected 
neighbors in order to develop a solution at 52nd and Ðivision is strikes a rnore @i¡1
reasonable and thouqhtful balance betwee¡l the needs of the Eikewav axrd the safery, 
peacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is irnplemented thoughtfully, 
with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bilceway and neighbors, 
will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: 

Printed Name: 

Address: 
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LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4'l'Avenue, Room 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 
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Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to tl-re 50s Bikeways Froject, which will soor-r be coming before the City 
Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see rnany positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concem to me and many of rny neiglibors: the proposed diversiou at SE 
52nd and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recornrnending tliat all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d:at SE Division 

I 

{ strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52"d ar¡d SE Ðivisio¡1. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There ¿ìre more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 
this area. These altematives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 

already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 

as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accornmodate a 
bike lane (just like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring stt'eets. 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but voted to oppose the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very close 
and demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. At a June 8 meeting 
with Rich Newlands, Sarah Figliozzi and residents which called at the t'equest of opponents to the 
diversion and was attended by more than 50 people, more than 2/3 of the attendees voted to 
OPPOSE the diverter. We ask that City Council direct PEOT to pursue altennatives which 
are less drastic and less divisive, which have the support of the majority of neighbors most 
affected and which better balance the needs of'the Eikeway with the safety, peacefutrness 

and livabilif,y of our neighborhoods. We also ask that City Council direct PBOT to slow down 
and more fully engage residents in possible solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with 
many of my neighbors, did not know about the proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to 
recornmend it. The public process on the diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a signif,rcant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut tlrrough on SE 51'J, 53"1and 54tl'and all the way up 
to 59tr'to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefulness 

and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a divert er aT 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problern and end up cliverting a large share of the traffic from 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow adjacent streets (which in most cases are single-lane streets). The Bikeway project team 
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itself identified cut-through traffic avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as a problern 
early on its plamring, yet has settled on a proposal which merely shifts the problern of cut-through 
tlaff,rc to uarrower adjacent streets. This does not rnake sonse. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-lB0 cars or rnore per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "lo\¡r' impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, everl if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits duri¡g 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional divefters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the rnitigation tools would be effective. Additional lneasures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverler was not put in at 52"d in the first place. I adamantly 
oppose testing of the diverter. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tì'and SE 60tl'and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired altematives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctio-n, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52"d Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the trafÍic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than rninimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a nortlibound bike lane from 52"d and Divisio¡ 
to 52"d and Lincoln. This last option would be consistent with the implernentation of the Bikeway 
south of Division, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problems for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these options would increase safety 
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neighbors of the Bikeway. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversíon of northbound ca¡' traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PEOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in close diatrogue with affected 
neighbors in order to develop a solution at 52nd and Division is strikes a rnore fair, 
reasonable and thouqhtful balance between the needs of the Eikewav and the safetv" 
peacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is irnplemented thoughtfully, 
with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and neighbors, 
will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: 

Printed Name: 

Address: 
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4tr'Avenue, Room 140 
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Portland, Oregon 97204 

JulY k: , Z0l1 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52"d and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
proj.ect that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52no and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recommending that all 
northbound car trafftc on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing nortir 
on SE 52\d at SE Division. 

' 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52nd and SE Ïlivision. This option (refemed to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-bloek section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balallce between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

Otr June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but voted to oppose the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very close 
and demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. At a June I meeting 
witlr Rich Newlands, Sarah Figliozzi and residents which called at the request of opponents to the 
diversion and was attended by tnore than 50 people, more than 2/3 of the attendees voted to 
OPPOSE, the divefter. \#e ask that City Council direct PEOT to perrsue altermatives which 
are less drastic and less divisive, which have the support of the majority of neighbors rnost 
affected and which better balance the needs of the Eikeway with the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask that City Council direct PBOT to slow down 
and more fully engage residents in possible solntions for this two-block stretch. I, along with 
rnany of my neighbors, did not know about the proposed diverter until after PBOT liad decided to 
recommend it. The public process on the divefter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffîc on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 51", 53'd and 54tl'and all the way up 
to 59'l' to avoid the congestion on Division. This has alreacly degraded the safety, peacefulnesì 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe tliat a diveft er at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this
'problem and end up diverting a large share cif the traffic fro¡l 52"d (a fwo-lane street) onto our 
natlow adjacent streets (which in most cases are single-lane streets). The Bikeway project team 
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itself identified cut-through traffic avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as a problem 
early on its plar-uring, yet has settled on a proposal which merely shifts the problern of cut-through 
traffic to narrower adjacenf streets. This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands lias stated that an acceptable level of increased 
trafficoneachoftheneighboringstreetscouldbeasmuchas 150-lS0carsormoreperday. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even rnore money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. I adamantly 
oppose testing of the divener. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50'r'and SE 60tr'and Division to 
improve traffìc flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creatiug "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of tliese altérnatives, preferably in conjunctio-n, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming forthe whole neighborhood, not justthe two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for tlie Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52nd and Lincoln. This last option would be consistent with the implementation of the Bikeway 
south of Division, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problems for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these options would increase safety 
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neighbors of the Bikeway. 

I strongly urEe you to vote aEainst the diversion of northhound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PEÛT' to pursue lower impact alternatives in close dialogue with affected 
neighbors in order to develop a solution at 52nd and Division is strikes a more fa:!I! 
reasonable and thoughtful balance between the needs of the Eikewav and the safetv" 
peacefulness and livabilifv of nearbv streets" A Bikeway which is irnplemented thoughtfully, 
with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and neighbors, 
will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: 

Printed Narne: 
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LaVonne Griffìn-Valade 
l22l SW 4'h Avenue, Room 140 
Poftlancl, Oregon 97204 

!\* 201r 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffìc Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I arn writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be corning before the City 
Council for approval. I arn wholeheaftedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see rnany positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
proj,ect that is of great concern to me ancl many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52nn and SE Division. The Portlaud Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recornmending that all 
nolthbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses ancl bicycles) be prohibited from continuing nolth 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a divensiom at SE 52nd and SE Ðivision. This option (referrecl to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places a1 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bilceway in tliis two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solntions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely irnpacting the 100s of people who live nearb)¡ or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
alreacly identif,red as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and rnonitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in tliis two block stretch in order to accomrno date a 
bilçe lane (ust like PBOT is recommencling South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair aud reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) votecl to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diveúer. The vote against the divertel'was very close and 
clemonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We astre 'that Ci{y Cou¡rcil 
cÏix"ect PtsOT' to punsue a[tenmatives which ane less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
suppon'ú of ûhe rmajority of meighhons most affecÉeel and which t¡etten' halance the neecls of 
the tsikeway with tlee safefy, peacefulmess and nivability of our rneighborhoods" We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow clown and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-bloclc stretch. I, along with rnany of rny neighbors, dicl not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT liad clecided to lecommend it. The public process on the 
divefter issue has been very poor. 

Tlre diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d,but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our uarrow, síngle lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase iu "cut tlrough" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 51", 53"1 and 54tl'and all the way up 
to 59tl' to avoicl the congestion on Division. This has already degracled the safety, peacefulness 
ancl livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate tliis 
problem and end r4r diverting a large share of the traffic fi'om 52nd (a two-lane street) onto onr 
narrow (one-lane) acljaceut streets. The Bikeway project tearn ilself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50tl' and Division intersection as ã ploblern early on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to namower adjacent streets. 
This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT,s 
standards for what is au "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable levei 

-of 
increased 

traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional divefters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter \ryas not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altérnatives, preferably in conjunctio-n, 
should be explorecl and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These fwo options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two bloõk stretch of 
52"" Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traff,rc with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thät is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Aú of thãse options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safetv, peacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is implèmentea 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

794^- 4+r/-L
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4'l'Avenue, Room 140 
Poftland, Oregon 97204 

:'ll 1 ,zot. 
Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Divelsion at SE 52'd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I arn writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval.I arn wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see marty positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, thele is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concem to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"" and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transporlation (PBOT) is recommending that all 
nofthbound car trafFtc on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be proliibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52nd and SE Division. This option (referred to by pBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will cl'eate more ploblens than it solves. It places a1 
unnecessary and dispropottionate share of the burden of the Bilceway in this two-block sectio¡ on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikewav without adverselv irnpaçting the 100s of people who live nearbv or drive fhronslr 
this area. These altetnatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identif,red as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parkíirg in this two bloclc stletch in order to accornrno date a 
bike lane f ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives woulcl 
strike a rnore fair and reasonable balance between the neecls of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livabilitir of neighboring streets 

On June 75,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter'. The vote against the diverter was very clòse a1d 
demonstrates the strong divisioli in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to purcue alternatives which are less dlastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which betfer balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and rnore fully engage residents in possible 
solutiotts for this two-block stretch. I, along with rnany of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

Tlre diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase tr.affic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experieuced a significant 
increase in "cut thlough" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 51", 53'd and 54tl' and all tlie way up
to 59tl'to avoid the congestion on Division. This hãs already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighbolhood and I believe tliat a divefter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
probletn and end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52"d (a trvo-lane street) onto our 
llarrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway ploject team itself identified cut-thr.ough traffic 
avoiding the SE 50tl'and Division intersection ur u p1'oblern early on its planning, yet has settlecl 
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on a proposal whicli merely shifts the ploblem of cut-througlr traffic to narrower adjacent streets. 
This does uot rnal<e scnsc. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the divelsion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standarcls for what is au "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriafe for 
these nalrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increasecl 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or rnore per day, This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considel'ecl a "low impact" ancl 
"acceptable" altetnative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceedecl acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to 'lnitigate" the irnpact with devices such as 
speed burnps, stop signs and additiorial divertels rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the rnitigation tools would be effective. Additional rneasures will cost eveu urore rnolley 
and would not be rlecessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting nofihbound tlaffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'and SE 60th aird Divlsion to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic tlrrough 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these alternatives, pleferably in conjunctio¡, 
should be explorecl and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of tr"affic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which tnany believe could safely accornnodate increased bicycle traffic and existing trafüc with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recornmending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike laire frorn 52"d and, Division 
to 52nd and Lincoln. All of thése options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbouud car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to ¡rursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue wiÉh affected 
neighbors which strihe â more reasonable balance between the needs of the Biheway and 
the safefy. peacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is irnple¡re¡ted 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway ald 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you fol your careful cFderatlon of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Ploject. 

sincererv)"kl 
ll I 

u._* 
¿1 

) 

(î*,-r þy') 
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LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4'l'Avenue, Room 140 
Portlancl, Oregon 97204 
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,2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52"'r and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see manypositive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"'t and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transptrtati,on (PBOT) ìs recommending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division. 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52nd and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearb]¡ or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane fiust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to supporl the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very close and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livabitity of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of my neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffîc on SE 52"'r, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 51", 53''l and 54'1'and all the way up 
to 59tr'to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefulnesì 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"'I will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of the traffic fi'om 52"'1 (a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50'r'and Division intersection as a problem early on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to narrower adjacent streets. 
This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase of traffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a'olow impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 

speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52nd. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50th and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altematives, preferably in conjunction, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. All of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikewav and 
the safetv. peacefulness and livabilitv of nearbv streets. A Bikeway which is implemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4'l'Avenue, Room 140 ffi ffi E8B 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

July --, 2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at sE, 52"d and Divisiorl 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be comiug before the City 

Council forãpprovãI. I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforls to provide safe, accessible routes for 

bicyclists und- r"" rnany positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 

nroiect that is of e.euf .ãn""rr1 to me and many of rny neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 

iiit un¿ SE Divislon. The portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recommending that all 

nãrtnuoun¿ car traffic on SE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prolribited frorn continuing north 

on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I stromgly oppose a diversion at SE 52"d amd SE Divisiom. This option (refemed to by PBOT as 

,,optioñ b,,j ìr a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 

unn"""rruryand disproporliônab share of the burden of the Bikeway in tliis two-block section on 

adjacent stieets. Thåre'are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 

thå Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 

this area. Tirese alternatives includè: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 

already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 

as a Blkeway; and removing eait side parking in this two block stretch in order to accornmodate a 

bike la'e 6ust tite pBOT i, .."o*ttr"nding South of Division). All of these alternatives would 

strike a mãre fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 

peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets' 

On June 15, Z0Il, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the
 

Bikeway generally but voted to oppose the cliverter. The vote against the diverter was very close
 

over this issue, At a June I rneeting
and demonstrates the strong divisiàn in our neighborhood 

witlr Rich Newlands, Sarah Figlio zzi and residents which called at the request of opponents to the 

diversion and was attended by more than 50 people, more than 2/3 of the attendees voted to 

OppoSE the diverter. We asfu that City Coumciå direct PEOT'to punsue alternatives whiclt 

u* t"uu drastic and less divÍsive, which have the support of the rnajority of neiglabors xnost 

affected and which better balance the needs of'úhe tsileeway with the safety, ¡reacefulness
 
We also aslc that City Council direct PBOT to slow down
 

amd livability of oun neighborhoods. 
and more fuÍly elgage rãsidents in possible solutions for this two-block stretch. I, alorig with 

rnany of my nåighboÃ, did not knowabout the proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to 

,""oin*"rrã it. The public pl"ocess on the divefter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 

adjacelt streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a signif,tcant 

increase in ,,cut tlrrough" traiftc a"s drivers cut through on SE 51", 53'd rand 54tl' and all tlie way up 

to 59,r' to avoid the cã¡gestion on Division. This has álready degraded the safety, peacefulness 

and livability of our neigîborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52',"t will greatly exacerbate this 

problern anã end up di,ierting alarge share of the traff,rc from 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 

nurro* adjace¡t streets (which in most cases are single-lane streets)' The Bikeway project team 
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itself identifiecl cut-through traffic avoiding tlie SE 50tr' and Division iltersection as a problem

early on its planning, yet has settled on a proposal which merely shifts the problern of cut-through

traffic to ualrower adjacent streets. This does not make seltse.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. pBOT,s 
standards for what is att "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands lias stated that an acceptable levei of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150- I B0 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still colisidered a "low irnpact,,and
"acceptable" altet'native! Moreover, eveu if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to 'lnitigate" the irnpact with devices such as 
speed burnps, stop signs and additional diveffers rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the rnitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money
and would not be necessary if the divefter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. I adarnantly 
oppose testing of the diverter. 

I strongly support altemative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52^d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less _potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl' and SE 60ti and Division to 
improve traffic flow through tliese desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of tliese alternatives, preferably in conjunctioìr,
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These iwo options coulá 
ach,ieve the goal of traffic cahning for the whole neighborhood, not just the two bloåk stretch of 
52"" Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch,
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic ald existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the sarne plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thàt is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a uorthbou¡d bike lane fi.om 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. This last option would be consistent with the irnplernentation of the Bikeway
south of Division, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problems for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these options would increase safety
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neigirbors of the Bikeway. 

n stromgly urge you to vote against the diversi-on of'morthbound car traffic at S2nd and 
Division and ask PEOT to pursue lower irnpact altennatives in close dialogue with affected 
neighbors Ín onder to develop a solution at 52od and Division is strihes a more @[4,neasonable and thoughtful balamcq between the needs of'the Eikewav and the safid 
peacefulness and livat¡ili8 of nearby streets" A Bilceway which ir i-pt@
with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Éikeway and neìghbors,
will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all oius. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: 

Printed Narne: 

Address: 
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LaVonne Griffiu-Valade 
1221 SW 4'r' Averlue, Rooin 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Froposecl Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Divisioir 

Dear Ci[r Aucfitor Griffin-Valade: 

I arn wi'iting in regard to the 50s Bikeivays Project, which will soon be corning before fhe City
 
Council for approval. I am wholehealtedly in favor of effoi'ts to plovide safe, accessible routes for
 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. i{owever, there is one aspect of the
 
proj.ect that is of great concern to lne and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE
 
52"o and SE, Division. The Portland Bureau of Transporfatioir (FBOT) is recomrnending that all
 
northbound car traffic ou SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north
 
on SE 52"d at SE Division
 

I stn'orlgÄy oppûse a clüvex"sion aÉ SE 52nd and SE Ðivisiom. This option (referred to by FBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
ullllecessary and disproportioirate share of the burclen of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely irnpacting the 100s of people who live nearbv or drive throush 
this area. Tliese alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the fwo-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and retnoving east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accornrnodate a 
bike lane (just like PBOT is recointnencling Soutli of Division). All of these altematives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance belween the needs of the Bilceway ancl tlte safêqr, 
peacefulness ancl livabilitSr of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but otlppseç! tlte diverter. The vote against the diverter was very clòse and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask Éhat Ciúy Co¡¡ncitr 
direeÉ PtsOT' to pursue alternatives which an'e less drasÉic amd less divisive, which have the 
sugrport of the rua.iority of xleighbors ¡mosÉ affected a¡rd whicle heúter haÌamce the meeds of 
the tsileeway wiÉh tlee safety, peacef'ulmess and livability of oul' neigtrrhorhoods" We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage lesiclents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed divetter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diveúer issue has been vcry poor. 

The diveiter rvill reduce car traffic on SE 52"'1, but it has gi'eat potential to increase traffic o¡ 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut though" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 51't, 53'd aud 54tl'aild all the way up 
to 59tr' to avoid the congestion on Division. This lias already degraded the safefy, peacefulnesì 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a divelter at 52"o will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverling a large share of the traffic fì'oln 52"d (a fwo-lane street) onto our 
narrow (one-lane) adjaceirt streets. The Bikeway project team itself identifìed cut-through traf.fic 
avoiding the SE,50rr'ancl Division irfersectioir asã problern early on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal whicli merely shifts the problern of cut-through traffic to nalrower adjacent streets. 
This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to snch a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is att "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic ou each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, eveir if traff,ic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to 'lnitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the rnitiþation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more rnoney 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has ideritified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl' and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm tlaffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these altématives, preferably in conjunctiop, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These fwo options could 
achieve the goal of t¡affic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option would be to leave ihe traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
rernove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Divisio¡ 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Aú of thése options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote aqainst the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue Iower irnpact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safetv. Þeacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is irnplemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for ¡1our careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, ..,, ,, . l 
,r.(_.,__+ ¡q¡\' '' 
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LaVonne Grifhn-Valade 
1221 SW 4ù Avenue, Room 140 

, Oregon 
7l 
2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway- Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52"d and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Projec! which will soon be coming before the Cþ 
Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52nd and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recommending that all 
úorthbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing nortlr 
on SE 52"d atSE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52'd and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

'iQption Cl') is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnec€ssary and disproportionate share ofthe burden of the Bikeway in thís two'block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable_and balanced solutions which woqld accommodate 
the Bikewav withoqt adversely imp¡rctins the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 
tlis area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two.block shetch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking ir this two block sbetch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). Atl of these alærnatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring stueets 

On June 15, 2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opElSe4 the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very close and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neigþborhood over this issue. lVe ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisivg which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better b¿lance the needs of 
thã bikeway with ihe safeff, põacefulness and livability oi oor neighborhoods. lVe also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block shetch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single Iane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
inãrease in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 51't, 53'd and 54tr and all the way up 
to 59ú to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52d (a twoJane sheet) onto our 
narrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project toam itsolf identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 506..and Division. intersection, as a problernearly-on its-planning,-yet has settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to narrower adjacent streets. 
This does not niake sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase of traffic on adjacent strcets are irappropriate for 
these narow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of inoreased 
traffrc on each of the neighboring.streets could be as much as 150:180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered ä "low impact" and 
"acceptable" altemative! Moreover, even if foaffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" ftrre irnpaet with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52nd. It is 
unlikely ttre mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost sven morc.money 
and would not be nec€ssary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place, 

I strongly suþport alternative me¿rsures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SD 52'd. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets- "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50th and SE 60th and Division to 
improve frafFrc flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffrc through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52oo. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunction, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic cakning for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52no Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffie "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle trafftc and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to.follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side sheet parking in order to pút in a northbbund bike lane from 52od and Division 
to 52od and Lincoln. Ali of thãse options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

f strongly urge you to vote as+inst thp diversion of northbound car traffic at 52"d and 
Division and ask PBOT ûo pursue lower impact nlternatlves in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonabte þalance between úhe needs of the BiSewav aF{
the safetv. peacefulpess and-IivFbilitv of nearbv streets. A Bikeway which is implemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, noighbors, the City of Pofiland and all ofus. 

2
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4tl'Avenlle, Room 140 

Portland, Oregon 97204 

July -l ,2011 

Re: 50s Bilçeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval. I arn wholeheaúedly in favor of effofts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see rnany positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concern to me and many of rny neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 

52"d and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recomrner-rding that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d:at SE, Division 

.' 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52"d and SE Ðivisior¡. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely irnpacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT lias 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 

as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15,2071, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but voted to oppose the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very close 
and demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. At a June 8 rneeting 
with Rich Newlands, Sarah Figliozzi and residents which called at the request of opponents to the 
diversion and was attended by more than 50 people, more than 2/3 of the attendees voted to 
OPPOSE the diverter. We ask that City Council direct PEOT' to pursue altennatives which 
are less drastic and less divisive, which have ttrre support of'the majority of meighbons rnost 
af,fected and which better tralance the needs of the tsikeway with the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask that City Council direct PBOT to slow down 
and more fully engage residents in possible solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with 
rnany of my neighbors, did not know about the proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to 
recornmend it. The public process on the divefter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cnt through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 51't, 53'd and 54tl'and all the way up 
to 59tl'to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefuluess 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe tliat a divefter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problern ancl end up diverting a large share of the traffîc from 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow adjacent streets (which in most cases are single-lane streets). The Bikeway project team 
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itself identified cut-through trafÍîc avoiding the SE 50tl' and Division intersection as a problem 
early on its planning, yet has settled on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through 
traffic to narrower adjacent streets. This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of trafÍic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. I adamantly 
oppose testing of the diverter. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tr'and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffîc through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctio-n, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. This last option would te consistent with the implementation of the Bikeway 
south of Division, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problems for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these options would increase safety 
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neighbors of the Bikeway. 

I strongly urge you to vote aqainst the diversion of noúhbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in close dialogue with affected 
neighbors in order to develop a solution at 52"d and Division is strilies a more fair. 
reasonable and thoushtful balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safetv. 
neacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is implemented thoughtfully, 
with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and neighbors,
will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: LtrL-¿,-
Printed Name: 

Address: l'J )1 t(. 1Q*t'',, 

2
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City Auditor 't, ..1 Ì ,. .ti 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

.ii 
t t' "_/|¡ 2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be corning before the City 
Council for approval. I am wholeheafiedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great conceln to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recommending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52'd and SE Division. This option (refened to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely irnpacting the 100s of people who live nearb)¡ or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, whicli PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two"block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane (just like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and tlie safety, 
peacefulness and livabilib' of neighboring streets. 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very close and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternativeS which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block sû'etch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has great potential to increase traffîc on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" haffic as drivers cut through on SE 51", 53'd and 54ú and all thé way up 
to 59tr'to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safefy, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverf er at 52"d will greatly exacerbate tliis 
problem and end up diverting alarge share of the traffic fiom 52nd (a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-tlirough traffrc 
avoiding the SE 50th and Division intersection as a problem early on its planning, yet hãs settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to namower adjacent streets.
 
This does not lnake sense.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT,s 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated thàt an acceptable levei of increased 
traffrc on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "lovr' impact,' and 
"acceptable" altemative! Moreover, even if traffîc volumes exceeded acceptable limits duri¡g 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50th and SE 60th and Divìsion to 
improve traffic flow ttu'ough these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52'd. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctio-n, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffio "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thãt is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52nd and Division 
to 52nd and Lincoln. Aú of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote aqainst the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safety" peacefulness and livabilify of nearbv streets. A Bikeway which is implemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, " .il r. rr.¡ r4 :'i. {" 

Tl( \¿ 
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City Auditor 
LaVonne GrifÏn-Valade ütiÞIî{]R fiT"?ú"1å Ë'H 5 å4? 

1221 SW 4'l'Avenue, Roorn 140 
Portland, Oregon 91204 

)*L 20tt 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposecl rraffic Diversion at sE 52nd and Division 

Dear Cify Auditor Griffîn-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be corning before the City
Council for approval.I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see rnany positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of gteat concern to me and many of rny neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Portlaird Bureau of Transpãrtatiãn (PBOT) ìs recommending tliat all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited fi'om continuing north 
orr SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52"d and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problelrìs than it solves. It places a1 
ulìllecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this trvo-block section o¡
adjacent streets. There are rnore reasonable and balanced solutions whiçh would accommodate 

e Bikewav wit irnpactine the 100s of people who live nearbv or drive th 
this area. These alternatives inclucle: the use of turu signals and pinch points, which pBOT llas 
already identif,red as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and rnonitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and retnoving èast side parking in this two block stretch in order to accomlrodate a 
bike lane f ust like PBOT is recommencling South of Division). All of these altematives would 
strilce a more fair attd reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and tlie safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets 

On June 75,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverler. The vote against the diverter was very clãse and 
demonstrates the strong division in oul'neighborhood over this issue. We ask that Cify Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastie and less divisive, which llave the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and rnore fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to lecommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor'. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Ottr uartow, single lane residential streets have aheady expeliencerl a siglificalt 
increase itt "cut through" h'affic as drivers cut through on SE 5l'r, 53'd and 54fl'and all the way up 
to 59tr' to avoicl 1fie còngestion on Division. This lias ah'eady degladed the safety, peacefulness 
atrd livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
pt'oblem and end up diverting a lu'ge share of the tl'affic fi'om 52n'r (a two-lane sh.eet) o¡to our 
Ilarrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project tearn itself identifìed cut{hrough traffic 
avoiding the SE 50tr' ancl Division intersection ás i ploblern early on its planniug, Szet has sellled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to nanower adjacent streets. 
This does not rnake sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" altemative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 

speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more tnoney 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52nd. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50th and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altematives, preferably in conjunction, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffio "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to.follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52nd and Division 
to 52nd and Lincoln. Ali of thése options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safetv. peacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is implernented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 
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City Auditor 
Ë¡Jt¡f TL4q üi?,/l6"il Í FH 5ä"å9 

LaVonne Gi'iffi n-Valade 
122I SW 4'l'Aveuue, Room 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

,2otl?*ây- l" 
Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposecl Traffic Diversion at SE 52ud and Ðivision 

Dear City Auclifor Griffin-Valade: 

I arn writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, wliich will soon be coming before the Ciql
Council for approval.I am wholeheartedly in fävor of efforts to plovide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see man¡l positive aspects of the 50s Bilceway. HoweveL, there is oire aspect of the 
proj,ect that is of gieat coìlcerit to me and inany of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. Tlie Poilland Bureau of Transportatiãn (PBOT) ìs recommendiirg that all 
nofihbound car traffic ou SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuilg north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

n strongly oppose a clivensioxr at SE 52nd and SE Divisiom. This option (referred to by pBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problerns than it solves. It places a¡
ullnecessaly and disproportiouate share of the burden of the Bikervay in this fivo-bloclc section on 
adjacent streets. There are tnore reasonable ancl balanced solntions which would accommoclate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or clrive througli 
this area. These altelnatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which pBOT hãs 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and rnonitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accornmo date a 
bike lane (just like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives woulcl 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance l¡etween the needs of the Bikeway ancl the safety, 
peacefulness ancl livability of neighboring streets 

On June 75,2071, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverler. TIle vote agailst the diverter was very Clãse and 
delnonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We as[< Éhat City Coumai[ 
dinect PtsOT to punsue alÉennatives rvhic[r ane [ess drastic amd less dÍvisive, wÊrich trrave ttrae 
support of the rmajoriÉy of neËghbors rnost affectecT a¡lc{ which heÉten' halamce Éhe needs of 
úhe E![<eway wiúh the saf'eÉy, peacef,ulness a¡rd trivabilify of oul' meåghhorhoods" \tr/e also ask 
that Cily Council direct PBOT to slow down and rnore fully engage residents i¡ possible 
solutions for this two-bloclc stretch. I, along rvith many of rny neighbors, clid not larow about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process oir the 
divefier issuc has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it lias great potential to increase traffic o1 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut tluough" tlaffic as drivers cut through on SE 51't, 53'd and 54tl' and all thÀ ivay up 
to 59tr' to avoid the còngestion on Division. This lias already degraded the safety, peacefulless 
ancl livability of out' neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will gleatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of the fraffic fi'om 52"d (a two-lane str.eet) olto our 
lrarrow (one-lane) adJacønt streets. The Bikeway ploject team itself identified cutthr.ough traffic 
avoidiirg the SE 50tl' ancl Division intersection ás a pì'oblern early on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal which nerely shifts the problern of cut-through traffic to uanower adjacent streets. 
This does not malce sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testiug" period for the diversioir. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
stairdards for what is au "accep'table" increase of traffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has statecl that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic ou each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-lB0 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" ancl 
"acceptable" alternativel Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits duri¡g 
testing, PBOT has stated firat its l'espolrse would be to "niitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diveilers rather than rernove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the rnitigation tools would l¡e effective. Aclditional nleasures will cost evell rnore inolley 
and would not be rlecessary if the diverfer was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I stroirgly suppoit alternative rneasures in lieu of diveiling northbouncl traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has ideirtified at least two alternatives tliat would have far less potential negative irnpact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tr' and SE 60tl' and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch poiirts" aloug SE 52"d. Both of these altelnatives, preferably in conjunctiol, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-irnpact "Option C". These two options could 
acltieve the goal of traffic calniing for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52"" Ave. Anotlter viable option rvould be to leave the traffic "as is" on this trvo-block stretch, 

. 

wliich inaiiy believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffîc witli 
nothing more than rninirnal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this fwo-block stretch as PBOT is reconmending for the Bike.lvay south of Division - that is, to 
rernove east side street parking in order to ptit in a northbound bike lane fi'om 52"d and Division 
to 52nd and Lincoln. All of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affectiirg such a large number of neighbors. 

n sÉnoneg[y urge you to voÉe against the diversion of no¡'úhbotn¡rd can' Énaffic aú 52nd and 
ÐÍvisÍon and ask PBÛT' to ¡lmrsue lowen innpact alternatives i¡l closer elialogue wiÉh affected 
neighbol's whieh stnike a rmore reasonahle balance betweem Éhe needs of the tsil¿ewav axrd 
the safeÉv" F-¡qacef'n¡Xness a¡rd livabilil"v of'nearby streets. A Bikeway whicli is irnplemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public pl'ocess and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway alcl 
neighbors, will in the long run be best fol bicyclist, neighbors, the Cily of Portland and all of us. 

Tliank you for ¡1our careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Ploject. 

Sincerely, 
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City Auditor ñtlflÏTtlR üîr'r:*r'L l F:'11 *Ê'"{$ 

LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
122i SW 4'h Avenue, Roon 140 
Poftland, Oregon 97204 

ì îL*$*-uî ,2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear Cify Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I arn writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval.I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
proj.ect that is of great collcern to me and many of my neighbors: the ploposed diversion at SE, 
52"d and SE Division. The Poftland Bureau of Tlanspôrtation (PBOT) ìs recommending that all 
northbound car traff,tc on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing nor-th 
ori SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52nd and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places a1 
unnecessary and dispropottionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in tliis two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely irnpactirrg the 100s of people who live nearbv or drive through 
this area. These altematives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accomrno date a 
bilce lane (just like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alteruatives would 
strike a mole fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neigliboring streets 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighbolhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the divefier. The vote against the diverler was very close ancl 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
tliat City Council direct PBOT to slow down and rnore fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until afïer PBOT had decided to recomrnencl it. The public process on the 
divefter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has great potential to increase h'affic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significa¡t 
increase in "cut tln'ough" tlaffic as drivers cut thlough on SE 51", 53'd and 54tl' and all the way up 
to 59tl'to avoid the congestion on Division. This lias already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe tliat a dived er at 52nd will greatly exacerbate this 
problern and end up diverting a large share of the tuaffic fi'om 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
nal'row (one-lane) adjacent sh'eets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50r" and Division intersection as a problem early on its planning, yet hãs setlled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problern of cut-through traffic to ¡laruower adjace¡t str-eets. 
This does not rnal<e sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the divelsion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT,s 
standards for what is att "acceptable" increase of traffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Ml. Newlands has stated thàt an acceptable levei of increasecl 
traffic ou each of the neighboring str"eets could be as much as 150-180 cars or rnore per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact,, and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volurnes exceeded acceptable limiìs duri¡g 
testing, PBOT has stated tliat its response would be to "mitigate" the irnpact with devices such as 
speed bullps, stop signs and additional divertels rather than remove the divefter at 52nd. It is 
unlikely the rnitigation tools would be effective. Additional rreasures will cost eveil more llloney 
and would not be necessary if the diverteï was not put in af 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting nofthbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl' and SE 60tl' and Divìsion to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option ll" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altématives, preferably in conjunctioìr, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option ivould be to leave the traff,rc "as is" on this fwo,block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle haffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follolv the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending forthe Bikeway south of Division-that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to prit in a northbound bike lane from 52nd and Division 
to 52nd and Lincoln. Aû of thãse options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound cal. traffic at S2nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to put'sue lower impact altematives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safefv. pqacefulness and livabilify of nearbv streets. A Bikeway whicli ir i*plo""trtø 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway ancl 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Porlland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Siucerely, 

)*-,W*f*'-*
J f-t 
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade Itl,tj: Irli.':¡,.-.r.,. i.,. i'; :l'i 

1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffìc Diversion at SE 52'd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffìn-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City
 
Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for
 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the
 
proj.ect that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE
 
52no and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recommending that all
 
northbound car traff,tc on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north
 
on SE 52"d at SE Division
 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52nd and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearb), or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing èast side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets 

On June 15,20L1, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support tlie 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very clòse and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE Sz"d,but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut tlirough on SE 51't, 53'd and 54n' and all the way up 
to 59th to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peaceñrlnesi 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverler at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of the traffîc from 52nd (a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50'n and Division intersection as a problem early on its planning, Sret has settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to narrower adjacent streets. 
This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
trafFtc on each.ôf the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "lov¿ impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the irnpact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stoþ signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the fìrst place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these altérnatives, preferably in conjunctio-n, 
should be explorecl and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traff,ic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52no Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffìo "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is rècommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thàt is, to 
remove east side'Stiãèt parking in order to put in a northbound bíke lane from 5t2'"d andDivision 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Ali of thése options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safefv, peacefulness and livabilify of nearbv streets. A Bikeway which is implemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thanf you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 
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LaVome Griffin-Valade
 
ffi ffi EffiË1221 SW 4tl'Avenue, Rooin 140 

Pofiland, Oregon 97204 
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Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52"d and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writiug in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval. I arn wholeheaftedly in favor of efforts to provicle safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see man5l positive aspects of tlie 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
proj.ect that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBO'I) ìs recommending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses ancl bicycles) be prohibited from continuing norti 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52nd and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places a¡ 
ultnecessaty ancl dispropottionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section oir 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
tlie Bikeway without adversely irnpacting the 100s of people who live nearb), ol' clrive tlirough 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; Ieaving the two=block stretch as-is and r-nonitoling its use 
as a Bikeway; and l'etnoving east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accomrnodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasouable balance between the needs of the Bikeway alld the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neigliboring streets 

On June 75,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diveúel'. The vote against the diverter was very close and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighbodrood over this issue. We ash that City Council 
direct PIIOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors rnost affectetl and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
tliat City Council dir:ect PBOT to slow down ancl rnore fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, did not knorv about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT liad decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traf.fic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already expelienced a significant 
increase ílt "cut tlrough" traffic as drivers cut tlirough on SE 51't, 53'o and 54t" and allthe way up 
to 59tl'to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degradcd the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe tliat a diverter at 52"d will greatly exaoerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of tlie traffic fi'om 52''o (a fivo-lane street) onto our 
llarrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikervay project team itself ictentified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50tl' ancl Division intersection as ã problern early on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal wliicli merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to narrower adjacent streets.
 
This does not lnake sense.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is au "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newländs has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
trafÍic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per.day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "lovr' impact" and 
"acceptable" alternativel Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put tn at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly suþport alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52nd. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative irnpact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic tluough 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these altematives, preferably in conjunctioìr, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of haffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52no Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffio "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minirnal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d andDivision 
to 52nd and Lincoln. All of thãse options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikewav and 
the safetv, peacefulness and livability of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is irnplementeã 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

./'Sincerely, ' , 
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffîn-Valade 
1221 SW 4'l'Avetttte, Roorn 140 

ffi ffi E8ß
Portland, Oregon 97204 

July *--, 201 I 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversiou at sE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griff,rn-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, wliich will soon be coming before the Ciff 

council for-approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforls to provide safe, accessible routes for 

bicyclists ond i"" rnany positive aspects ãf the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 

project that is of great'"ãn""rn to me and many of rny neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 

i);s sp lliviJon. The porrland Bureau of rranspor-tation (PBor) is recommeuding that all 
"ri¿nãrtrrtoun¿ car trafftcon sE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing nofih 

on SE 52'd at SE Division 

JI stnonagly oppose a diven'sion at SE 52nd and SE Ðivisiom' This optio¡ (referred to by PBOT as 

,,Optiorî "C,,j ìr a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 

unn"""rruryand disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on
 

rnore reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate
adjacent streets. Thãre'are 

thË Bikeway without adversely irnpacti'g the i00s of people who live nearby or drive through
 

this area. These alternatives iricludl: the use of iltrn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has
 

already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use
 

as a Blkeway; and .emoving eart side parking in this two block stretch in order to accotnntodate a
 

bike lane fiúst like pBOT î, r.*ro,o*"nding South of Division). All of these alternatives would
 

strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety,
 

peacefilness and livability of neighboring streets'
 

on June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the
 

Bikeway generally but voted to oppose thã diverter. The vote agairtst the diverter was very close
 

and demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. At a June I meeting
 

witlr Rich Newlands, Sarahîiglio zzi and residents which called at the request of opponeuts to the
 

diversion and was áttelded b"y more than 50 people, more than 2/3 of the attendees voted to
 

OppOSE the diverter. We asfo that City Council direct PBOT to ¡lursue altenmatives whiclt
 

luuu divisive, whiclr have the support of the nnajority of meighhons ¡nost
r* !*uu drastic 
^rudaff'ected anct which hetten halance the xreeds of'the Ei[<eway with úhe safe-s, ¡leacef,ulness
 

a¡rd liva[rility of or-w neighbor[roods. We also ask that CiLy Council direct PBO'I to slow down
 

and more fully engage rÃidents in possible solutions for this two-block stretch. I,.along.witlr 

of my nåighùo,;, did not kr.rowabout the proposed diverter r¡util after PBOT had decided to
 
'rany
t.""oiom"r-,á it. The public process on the diverler issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to.increase traffic on 

adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets havealrea$Y a significant

",*l]:lfl"tt",td 


increase in "cntthrough" traific u, driu"rr cutthrough on SE 51't,53'o altd 54"'and all the way up
 

rlrc cãngestion on Division. This has already degraded.lle safety, peacefulness
;;-;;ri;" 
"uoid

ancl livability of our neigiborhood and I believe that a divertør aT 52"d will greatly exacerbate this
 

problem ancl end rp áií"*iug alarge share of the traffic frorn 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our
 

nurro* adjace't streets (which in mìst cases are single-la'e streets). Tlie Bikeway project team
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itself identified cut-through traffic avoiding the SE 50tl' and Division intersection as a problem
early on its planning, yet has settled on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-ìhrough
traffic to narrower adjacent streets. This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. pBOT,s
 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are i¡appropriate for
 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable levei of increased
 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This.
 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a *lÑ impact,,and

"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptab.le limits during
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52nd in the first place. I adamantly 
oppose testing of the diverter. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound hafflrc on SE 52nd. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50ti' and SE 60ä and Divìsion to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctio-n,
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options coulá 
ach,ieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two bloðk sftetch of 
52"" Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch,
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the sãme plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thàt is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Thii last õption would be consistent with the implementation of the Bikeway
south of Division, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problems for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these options would increase safety
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a laige number of neigirbors of the Bikeway. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in close dialogue with affected 
neighbors in order to develop a solution at 52"d and Division is strikes a more fair.
reasonable and thoushtful balance between the needs of the Bikewav and the safã
pe-4cefulness and livabilitv of nearbv streets. A Bikeway which ir inr@
with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway ana neigtrUoÅ,
will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all oius. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways project. 

Sincerely, -..¡ . ..-,1' '' L (, ,1''r' "'/'4""signature: t ¡ ; j t t ; , ,./{:i,-, il' ,// 
r

PrintedName: l't' , l,i , ( i 

Address: ,,"; ,¡ rt íi:i r:,, /l'í,'f ¡ r 

I '1,', '1 i ,, '/l { f / /, f',r .,i r 

http:acceptab.le


ËLtI}TTüft üI/:h,.tJ. pH t'å4$ 
City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4tl'Aveltue, Room 140 

Poftland, Oregon 91204 ffi ffi $89 
luly 7 ,20t1, 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 

council forãpprovul.I am wholeheartedþ in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 

bicyclists und- i"" many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is oue aspect of the 

oroiect that is of Sr"ai"ãn"".n to me and many of rny neighbors: the proposed diversio' at SE 

ii;å sÈ niuirlon. The portland Bureau of rransportation (PBOT) is recommending that all 
""¿ car traff,rc on SE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited frorn continuing north 

"ãrtrrUoun¿on SE 52À at SE Division 

n strongty oppose a divension at SE 52nd and SE Ðivision. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

,,Option- "C,,j ìr a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves' It places an 

,nn"""rrurya'd disproportiånate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 

adjacent stieets. Thãre'are more reasonable and balanced solutiotts which would accommodate 

thå Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live uearby or drive through 

this area. Tirese altematives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 

already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 

as a Blkeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accotnmodate a 

bike lane (ust like pBoT L .".o,n*"nding South of Division). All of these alternatives would 

strike a móre fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 

peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets' 

On June 15,2011, the Mount TaborNeighborliood Association (MTNA) voted to supportthe 

Bikeway generally but voted to oppose the diverter, The vote against the diver-ter-was very close 

and demonstrates the stro¡g ¿ivisiãn in our neighborhood over this issue. At a Juue B meeting 

with Rich Newlands, Sarahiiglio zzi and residents which called at the request of opponents to the 

diversion and was átte¡ded b-y rnore than 50 people, more than 2/3 of the attendees voted to 

OppOSE the diverler. \Me asi< that City Council direct PEOT to pursue alternatives whiclt 

l-r; drastic urrd l*uu divisive, which have t[¡e support of the maiorify of neighlrors most 

affected and which better balance the neecls of the Eikeway with the safeþ peaceftrlness"* 
and livabitity of our neighborhoods. We also ask that City Council direct PBOT to slow down 

and more fuily e¡gage rãsidents in possible solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with 

many of my rrãignUoir, did not knowabout the proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to 

t.r"oirrrn"r1d it. The public process ou the diverter issue has been vely poor. 

The diverler will reduce car traffic on sE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 

adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already expet'ieuced a significattt 

ilcrease in,,cutthrough" traffic u, drin"r, cutthrough on SE 51't, 53'd and 54tl'and all the way up 

iã sqii to avoid the Jongestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefuluess 

and livability of our neigiborhood and I believe that a divert er at 52'.'d will greatly exacerbate this 

problern aná e'd up diårting alarge share of the tlaffic from 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 

i.,urro* adjacent streets (which in mtst cases are single-lane streets)' The Bikeway project team 
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itself identified cr-rt-through traffic avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as a problem

early on its planning, yet has settled on a proposal which rnerely shifts the probletn of cut-through
 
traffic to narrower adjacent streets. This does not make sense.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testitrg" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. pBOT,s
 
stalldards for what is an "acceptable" increase of traffic on adiaiånt streets are inappropriate for
 
these naruow residential streeti. Mr. Newlands has stated thãt an acceptable level of ilrcreased
 
trafficoneachoftheneighboringstreetscouldbeasmuchas 
 150-lB0carsormoreperday. This
 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still u "1o* i'rpact,'and


"onri¿"i"¿"acceptable" altemative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirniis during

testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to'lnitigate" tlte impact with devices such as
 
speed burnps, stop signs and additional divefters rather than remove the diverter at 52,'d. It is
 
unlikely the rnitigation tools would be effective. Additional rneasures will cost even rnor-e money

and would not be necessary if the divefter was not put in at 52"d iu tlie first place. I adama¡tly
 
oppose testing of the diverter.
 

I strongly support alternative Íreasures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives tliat would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50t1'and SE 60ä and Divìsion to 
improve traff,rc flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm tl.affic through
creating "pinch poiuts" along SE 52"d. Both of these altérnatives, preferably i¡ conju'ctioìr,
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These tio options coulá 
lgltjeve the goal of traffic cahning for the whole neighborhoód, lot just the two bloðk shetch of 
52"" Ave' Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch,
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the sãrne plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division * that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbou¡d bike lane from 52"d and, Divisiou 
to 52"d and Liucoln. This last option would te consistent with the irnplementation of the Bikeway
south of Division, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problems for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these options would increase safety
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neigirbor.s of the Bikeway. 

n strongly urge you to vote againsú the diversion of, r¡orthfi¡oumd can traffic at S2od amd
Ðivision and ask PBOT' to pursue lower impact alternatives in close dialogue witÌ¡ affected 
neighbors in orden to develop a soluúion at 52nd and Xlivision ís striÈes a rnone fain,
reasonable and thouqhtfml balance beúween úhe needs of the Eix<ewav and the saf@
¡re4cefulness and livabilitv of mearbv sfreets. A Bikeway which ir @with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Éikeway and neighbors,
will in the lorig run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland a¡d all oius. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: (!,, ll t, ,.u 

Printed Name: 



City Auclitor ür^ttllïtR tîi:tu,'lt *o sr49
 
LaVonne Griffin-Valacle
 
l22l SW 4th Avenne, Room 140
 
Portlancl, Oregon 91204
 

ffi ffi 8e3 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Froposecl Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auclitor Griffin-Valade : 

I am writing in regard to the 50s tsikeways Project, which will soon be corning before the City 
Council for approval. I arn wholeheafiedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see rnany positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. Hãwever, thele is one aspect of the 
proj,ect that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposecl diversion at SE 
52"o and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recommending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing nortT 
on SE, 52"d at SE Division 

I sÉnomgly oppose a clivensiom at SE 52nd and SE Ðivision. This option (referred to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places a¡ 
unnecessaly and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in tliis two-bloclc section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable ancl balanced solutions which would accommoclate 
tlie Bikeway witliout adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nealb)¡ or drive tlitough 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, whicli PBOT has 
already identifiecl as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; aud removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accornmo date a 
bike lane (just like PBOT is recominencling South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more, fair aud reasonable balance between the needs of the Bilceway ancl the safety, 
peacefulness ancl livability of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2071, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway ger-rerally but opposed the divefter. The vote agaiust the divefter was very close and 
demonstrates the strong divisioir in our neighbolhood over this issue. We ash Éhat Ciúy Councin 
dinect FtsOT' to punsue altennaúives which ane less drastic amd less divisive, w[rich have úhe 
support of the mraajonity of meighhons mrost aff'ected ancl whÍch betúen' halamae the needs of 
ttrre tsil<eway with the safety, peacefulness ancl trivability of our neighborhoocls" IMe also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow clown and rnore fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, dicl not laiow about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT' had clecided to recomrnencl it. Tlie public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor'. 

Tlre diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great poterÍial to increase tr.affic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have alreacly experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE, 5l't, 53''l and 54tl' and all the way up 
to 59tl' to avoid the cougestion on Division. This lias already degracled the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"'r will greatly exacer-bate this 
problem ancl encl up diverting a large share of the tlaffic fi'om 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
llarrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway ploject teani itself identifiecl cut-tl-rrough traffic 
avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as a ploblem early on its planning, yet has settled 



ffi fi ßUP,
 

on a proposal which {tterely shifts the problern of cut-through tr.affic to namower adjacent sh.eets. 
This cloes not mal<e sense. 

PBOT is suggestirtg a "testing" periocl for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. pBOT,s 
standards for what is au "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlancls has stated that an acceptable level of increasecl 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets coulcl be as much as 150-180 cars ol' rnore per day. This 
woulcl nearly double the claily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact', and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT lias stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed burnps, stop signs and additional divefiers rather than remove the diverler at 52nd. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Aclditional rlreasures will cost even lnore money 
and would not be rlecessary if the diverteï was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly suppor-t alternative lneasnres in lieu of diverting nortllbouncl traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
lias identifiecl at least fwo alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'and SE 60th ancl Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" wonlcl calm tr.affic tluough 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altãrnatives, preferably in conjunction, 
should be explorecl ancl testecl iusteacl of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic cahning for the whole neighborhoocl, not just the two block stretch of 
52no Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two*block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle tlaffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than rninimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thãt is, to 
rernove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Divisiorr 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Ali of thãse options would increase safety for bicyclists without aclversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I súnongty urge you to voúe aeairÂst the divel'sion of morthl¡ound cal' únaf'fic at S2nd and 
Ðivisio¡l and as[< PtsOT' to grul'sue lowen inrapacú alÉen¡latives in ctroser dialogtae wiÉh af,fectecl 
neighbons which stniÄ<e a rmon"e l'easonable halance betweem úhe ¡leeds of fhe Bil<ewav and 
the safeW, peacefulmess and lÍvahility of meal'by streets" A Bilceway which is irnplernented 
tlioughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Pofiland and all of us. 

Thank yon for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 



Cily Auditoi 
LaVontrc Gi'iffi n-Valadc 'ïlrþïTüFf 

r-,rT./;*"rÍ I þ\¡'r Sr4S 

1221 SW 4'r'AvellLre, Room 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

ffi ffi s8ä 
Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed'Iraffic Diversion at SE 52"d and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffîn-Valacle: 

I arn writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, rvhich will soon be coming before the Ci¡5z 
Council for apploval. I am wholeheafiedly in favor of efforts to pi'ovide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see niany positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, thele is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concel'n to me and rnany of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transp-ortatiãn (PBOT) ìs iecomrnending that all 
northbound car traffic ou SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibitecl from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongny Gpfrose a divensiom at SE 52nd amd SE DivËsiom. This optioir (referred to by pBOT'as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problerns thair it solves. It places ap 
unllecessary and dispropotlioirate share of the burclen of the Bikeway in this two-bloclc section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 

without adverselv impacting the 100s of neople who live nearbv ol cf i 
tltis area. These altelnatives include: the use of tum signals and pinch points, which pBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoling its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accorn¡ro date a 
bike lane fiust like PBOT is recorntlencling South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strilce a more fair and reasouable balance between the needs of the Bikeway ancl the safet¡r, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2071, the Mount Tabor Neigliborhood Association (MTNA) voted to suppor-t the 
Bikeway genelally but opposed the diveÍer. The vote against the diverter was very ilose and 
detnonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that CiÉy Coumei[ 
dinect PtsOT úo pursue a[termatives whicla are [ess drastic and ness divisive, wtrich have Éhe 
supporÉ of'the majon'iÉy of neighbors n¡ost affecÉed and which hetúer hanance the needs of 
Éhe tsilceway with the saf'eúy, nleacefulness and livabiliÉy of'oul' neighborhoods" We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, did not know aþout the 
proposed diverter until aÍter PBOT liad decided to recommend it. The public pr-ocess on the 
diveúer issue has been very poor. 

The diveifer will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d,but it has gi'eat potential to increase h.affic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a sig¡ifica¡t 
increase in "cut tlu'ough" traffic as drivers cut thror.rgh on SE 51't, 53'd and 54tl' and all tlie way up
to 59rl'to avoid the còngestion on Division. This lias already degraclecl the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
prolrlern and end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52"d (a two-lane str.eet) onto our 
narl'ow (one-lane) adjaceut stleets. The Bikeway ploject team itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50"' and Division intersection as a problem early on its planning, yet has settlecl 
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on a proposal wliich merely shifts tlie problern of cut-through traffic to uanower adjacent streets.
 
This does not make sense.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the divelsion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT,s 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 1 50- 1 80 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "lovr' impact,, and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to 'lnitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessal'y if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. pBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired altematives. "Option B" would cahn traffic thr.ough 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these altematives, preferably in conjunctio-n, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve tlie goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52no Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffìc "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle haffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than rninimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
refilove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Ali of thãse options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikewav and 
the safeúv" peacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bilceway which is implernented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for ¡1our careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, , 

I 

i* ! 
ì.. ; 

!t 



City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
l22i SW 4th Avenue, Room 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 I6 8SE 

2011 

R.e: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52"d and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffîn-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be corning before the City 
Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
proj.ect that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52nd and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportati,on (PBOT) ìs recommending fhat all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52nd and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely irnpacting the 100s of people who live nearb)¡ or drive tlirough 
this area. These altematives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2071, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the divefier was very clãse and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
tliat City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a signifìcant 
increase in "cut through" haffic as drivers cut through on SE 51't, 53'd and 54tr' and all the way up 
to 59d'to avoid the còngestion on Division. This hãs akeady degraded the safefy, peacefulnesì 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52nd will greatly exacerbate this 
problern and end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52nd (a two-lane street) onto our 
nalrow (one-lané) aÍljacent streets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50th and Division intersection as ã pioblern early on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to narrower adjacent streets. 
This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT,s 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent skeets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" altemative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such ai 
speed bumps, stop signs and additionâl diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52nd. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if tlie diverfer \ryas not put in at 52"ð in the first place. 

I strongly suþport alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52nd. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tr'and SE 60tl' and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctio-n, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the ¡wo bloõk shetch of 
52no Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffìo "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thät is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d andDivision 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Aû of thãse options would increase safet¡r for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safetv" peacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is implemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 



Ci{y Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 

Ë{LtþrTün #;'"r'åd'.'Iå FN $l;4çl22l SW 4tr'Averlue, Roorn 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

& €$ trtu.H7-t4 ,2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Froposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear Ciflz Auditol Griffîn-Valade: 

I arr writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Froject, rryliich will soon be coning before the City 
Council for approval.I am wholeheafiedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. I-Iowever', there is one aspect of the 
proj,ect that is of great concern to rre and mairy of rny neiglibors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"o and SE, Division. The Poilland Bureau of Transporfation (FBOT) is recommending that all 
itorllrbound car trafftc on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing nortlr 
on SE 52"d at SE, Division 

I sÉrongly spptse a divension at SE 52nd aud SE Divisior¡. This option (referred to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problerns than it solves. It places an 
ullllecessary and disproportionate share of the burclen of the Bikeway in tliis two-bloclc section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nealby or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, whicli PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and inonitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accornmodate a 
bilce lane fiust like PBOT is recommenclirig South of Division). All of these alteruatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and tlie safef, 
peacefulness ancl livability of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway genelally but opppsççl the divetlet'. The vote against the divefter was very close and 
detnonstrates the strong division in our neigliborhood over this issue. We ash Éhat City Co¿rncil 
direct FtsOT to punsure alÉernatives which are less drastic and Xess dñvÍsive, w]rich have the 
support of the nnajority of neighhors ¡reost af'fectecÏ and rvhich hetÉen' balarnce the needs of, 
úhe tsikeway with the saf'ety, peacef,u[ness a¡rel livat¡iÌity of oun meighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and rnore fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stt'etch. I, along with many of niy neighbors, did not knotv about the 
proposed divetter until after PBOT had decided to recomrnend it. The public process on the 
divelter issue has been very poor. 

The diverler will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great poterfial to increase h'affic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have aheady experienced a significant 
increase ill "cutthi'ough" traffic as drivers cutthlough on SE 51't, 53'd and 54tl'and alltheway up 
to 59rl' to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peaceftrlness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problern and end up diverting alarge share of the fraffic fiorn 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow (one-lane) adjaceut streets. The Bikeway project team itself identifiecl cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50rr' ancl Division infersection as a problem early on its planning, yet has seffled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problern of cut-through traffic to narrower adjacent sû.eets. 
This does not lnake sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT,s 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or rnore per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" altemative! Moreover, eveir if traffîc volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "rnitigate" the impact with devices such ai 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even rnore lnoney 
and would not be necessary if tlie diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52nd. pBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less poteutial negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl' and SE 60th and Divlsion to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic tluough 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these altematives, preferably in conjunction, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just tlie two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffio "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than rninimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thàt is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane frorn 52"d and, Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Aú of thése options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikewav and 
the safetv, peacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is irnplernented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Pofiland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 
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City Auditor 
LaVonn e Griff,rn-Val ade 
1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 140 {4UÞI'TüR $;:f../r*"¡31 t^:.ff 5l:4$
Poftland, Oregon 97204 

,2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE, 52*rand Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade; 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be corning before the City 
Council for approval. I am wholeheaftedly in favor of efforts to provicle safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. I{owever, there is one aspect of the 
ploject that is of gleat coltcern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"" and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transporlation (PBOT) is recomrnending that all 
northbound car traffîc on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continulng norlh 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I stnongl5r oppose a divensiom at SE 52nd and SE ÐÍvisiom. This option (referred to by PBOT as
 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an
 
ullnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section o1
 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate
 
the Bikewav without aûvçrsely impacting 100s of oeonle rhrouoh
üle IJlKewaY wlthout adverselY ilnpacttng thethe l00s ot'pesple whowho livelive nearbvnearbv oror drivedrive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
alreacly identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in ordel to accornmoclate a 
bike lane fiust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these altematives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and tlie safety, 
peacefulness ancl livability of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverler'. The vote against the diverter was very ólóse and 
clemonstrates the strong clivision in our neighborhoocl over this issue. We ask that City Council 
dinect FtsOT úo pursue alten'natives which an'e less drastic and tress divisive, whictr have the 
suppont of'the nmajonify of' neighhors rmost affectecl and whic]r befter trralance the needs of 
úhe tsikeway wiúh the safety, peacefulness and livahility of our neighborfroods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow clown and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. tr, along with many of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recornmenct it. The public process on the 
cliverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it lias great potential to increase tr.affic on 
adjacent streets. Our natrow, single lane residential streets have alreacly experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE, 5 1't, 53'd and 54tl' and all the way up 
to 59tl' to avoid the congestion on Division. This lias already degraded the safefy, peacefulness 
ancl livability of our neighborhood ancl I believe tliat a divert er at 52"d will greatly exacerbate tliis 
problern and encl up diverting alarge share of the traffic fiom 52"d (a two-lane street) o¡to our 
narrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bilceway project team itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50tl'ard l)ivision intersection ãsã plolrlern early on its planning,.yet has setlled 
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on a proposal which tnerely shifts the problem of cut-tllrough traffic to narrower adjacent sfeets.
 
This cloes not uiake sensc.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the cliversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standarcls for what is au "acceptable" increase of traffic on acljacent streets are inappropr.iate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has statecl that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic ou each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-lB0 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" ancl 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its respollse would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed burnps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools wotrld be effective. Aclditional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverfer was not put itt at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative rneasures in lieu of diverting nofthbouncl traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identifìed at least two alternatives that woulcl have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'ancl SE 60tl' ancl Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desirecl alternatives. "Option B" woulcl cahn traffic through 
cleating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunction, 
should be explorecl and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These fwo options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52no Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing trafhc with 
r-rothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this fwo-block stretch as FBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
relnove east side street parking in order to prit in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Aú of thãse options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

n stnoxlgly urge you to vote against-ttre divemion of'nonthhoumd ca¡'únafffic aú 52nd and 
Ðivisio¡l amd astrc PBOT to punsue lowe¡' ine,pact altenreatives i¡r closen diatogue wit[n aff'ecúed 
neighhors which strike â xnore reasonahle balamçg hetween úhe needs of tlee Eihewav ar¡d
the safeúv, peacef,ulness and lÍvahility of nearby sfreets. A Bilceway which is irnplernentecl 
tlioughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bilceway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland ancl all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 
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City Auditor fruÍ"]TïtÊ *Ïr:6"'11 Ë¡'{ $r49 
LaVonne Grifhn-Valade 
1221 SW 4tl'Avenue, Room 140 

Portland, Oregon 97204 

AL ,201r 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writiug in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval.I am wholeheartedly in favor of effofis to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of tlle 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concem to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recomrnending that all 
northbound car tt'afFtc on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SB 52nd and SE Division. Tliis option (ref'erred to by PÌìOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and clisproportionate sliare of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable ancl balanced solutions which would accolnmodate 
the Bikeway without adversely-irnpacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, whicli PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two.block stretch as-is and rnonitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accornmo date a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommencling South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strilce a more fair and reasonable balairce belween the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On Jutre 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhoocl Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was vely close and 
demonstrates the strong division iu our neighborhood over this issue. 'We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neightrors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safefy, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council clirect PIIOT to slow down and r-nore fully engage residents in possible 
solutioirs fol this two-block sh'etch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, did not latorv about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recomrnend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

: 

Tlre divefter will reduce car traffic on SE sz"d,l:ut it has great potential to increase tlaffic o1 
adjaceüt streets. Our narrow, single lane residefiial streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut tluough" traffic as drivels cut through on SE 51", 53'd aud 54tl'and all the way up 
to 59tr' to avoid the congestion on Division. This has akeady degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a divert er aT 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
ploblern and end up diverting a large share of the tlaffìc .û'orn 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow (one-lane) a.djacent streets. The Bikeway project tearn itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding tlie SE 5011' ancl Division iutersection as a problem early on its planning, Szet has seltled 
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on a proposal rvhich merely shifts the problein of cut-through traffic to narrower adjacent streets.

'l'liis does not nralcc sellse.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testiug" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is au "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inapplopriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has statecl tliat an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars ol rnore per day. This 
woulcl uearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to'hiitigate" the irnpacf with devices such as 
speed burnps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additíonal lneasures will cost evell rlore inoney 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52nd in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting noúhbound traffrc on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl' and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired altelnatives. "Option B" would cahn traffic thro¡gli 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctio¡, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-irnpact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traff,rc calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two bloðk stretch of 
52nn Ave. Anotlter viable option would be to leave the traffio "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommoclate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
relnove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Divisiol 
to 52"d and Lincoln. All of tliese options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote aqainst the divelsion of northtround cal' traffÏc at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to ¡rursue lower irnpact alternatives in closer dialogue lvith affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance befiveen the ¡reeds of the Bikeway and 
the safetv, peacefulness and livabilifv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is irnplementecl 
tlioughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bilceway a¡d 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Porlland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

#^ 

(J ¿; ¿,jj
f-\ Õi /¡ 
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griff,rn-Val ade 

1221 SW 4'r'Avenue, Room 140 

Portland, Oregon 97204 

nty 15 ,zott 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at sE 52d and Division 

Dear Cþ Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, whìch will soon be coming before the city 

Council fo.ãpprooal.I arn wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 

bicyclists und r"" rnany positive aspects ãf tlt" SO. Bikeway' However, tliere is one aspect of the 

nroiect that is of ereai.ãn""r¡, to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 

ii;* ig DivisÏon. The porrland Bureau of Transportation (PBor) is recomrnending tbat all 
",r¿nãrtnuoun¿ car traffic on SE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited froln continuing north 

on SE 52"d at SE Division 

X strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52"d and SE Ðivision. This option (referred to_by PBOT as 

,,Optioñ "C',j it a drastic option and will create more problems thau it solves. It places an 

unå"""rr*y and disproportiónate sl-rare of the bulden of the Bikeway in this two-bloclc section on 

adjacent stieets. Thère^are lnore reasolìable and balanced solutiotis which would accommodate 

thå Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 

this area. Tlese alternatives iriclude: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 

already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 

as a Bikeway; and r"Àoving east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accorntnodate a 

bike lane 6ust tite PBOT ir.."o,o,rrånding South of Division). All of these alternatives would 

strike a mãre fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 

peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets' 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 

Bikeway generally but voted to oppose thã diverter. The vote against the diverter_was very close 

and demo¡strates the strong division in our neighborhood over tliis issue. At a June B rneeting
 

witlr Rich Newlands, Sarahliglio zzi and residents which called at the request of opponents to the
 

diversion and was attended b-y rnore than 50 people, more than 2/3 of the attendees voted to
 

oppOSE the diverter. We asi< that City Coumcil direct PEOT to pursue alternatives which
 

u"* t"uu drasúic ond luuu divisive, whiclr have the stlpport of the rnajority of neighhors most
 

affected and which hetter balance the needs of the Eikeway with the safeþ peacefulmess
 

and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask that City Council dil'ect PBOT to slow down 

and rnore fuily engage rÃidents in possible solutions for this two-block stretch' I, along with 

rnany of my náignUoir, did not knowabout the proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to 

t.""orr,n"ná it. The public process on the diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 

adjace¡t streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets havealready a significant
"Ig:li"n.,td 

increase in,,cut through,, traffic ui d.iu".r cut through on SE 51", 53'n ancl 54''' and all the way up 

i" sqil to avoid the cãngestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefulness 

and livability of our neigiborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52|'d will greatly exacerbate this 

proble'r anã e'd ,p àiå,ting a large share of the traffic frorn 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 

nurro* adjace¡t streets (which in most cases are single-laue streets)' The Bikeway project team 
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itself identified cut-through traffic avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as a problern

early on its planning, yet has settled on a proposal whicli merely shifts the problern of cut-ìhrough

traffic to nal'rower adjacent streets. This does not rnake sense.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. pBOT,s
 
staudards for what is an "acceptable" increase of traffîc on adjacent streets ate i¡appropriate for
 
these naffow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable levei of increased
 
traff,rc on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 caìs or rnore per day. This
 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "lãw impact,'and
 
"acceptable" altetnative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during

testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the irnpact with devices such as
 
speed burnps, stop signs and additional diverters ratller than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is
 
unlikely the rnitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even rnore money

and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. I adamantly
 
oppose testing of the diverter.
 

I strorrgly support alternative lneasures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"'i. PBOT
 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential legative impact on
 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'and SE 60iñ and Division to
 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic tl,ough

creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conju,ctioìr,

should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options coulá
 
achieve the goal of traffic cahning for the whole neighborhoòd, not just the two block stretch of
 
52nd Ave' Another viable option would be to leave ihe tlaffic "as is" on this two-block stretch,

which rnany believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existi'g traffic with
 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the sãrne plan on
 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thãt is, to
 
rerrove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d a'd, Division
 
to 52"d and Lincoln' Thii last option would be consistent with the implernentation of the Bilceway

south of Divisiou, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problems for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affectfar fewer people. All of these options would increase safety
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neigirbors of the Bikeway. 

I stromgly urge you to vote against thejiverslon of morthhound can traff'tc at SZnd and 
Ðivision and ask PEOT to ¡rursue lower impact atrternatives ín cnose dialogue with aff'ected 
neighbors in orden to develop a sol¡¡tion at 52nd a¡rd Ðivision is strikes a mrore f4[n"
neasonable and thoughtful l¡atra¡rce between the needs of the tsikewav amd the safõ 
Peacefulness and livahilifv of nearby streets. A Bilceway which ir i-pt"-*t"a *ougt@
with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and neìghbors,
will in the long run be bost for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all oius. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: À,u*.,;/4 ,.bú*.,{*^ - ¡Qri, 
Printed Name: ù i"r* t ." ÁJ rr,,t ton - f) y,¿, 

Address: -¿ L?. L S lr 5 ryt* 1"t" 
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LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4'r'Avenue, Room 140 
Porlland, Oregon 91204 

tuty iþ: ,zort 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52"d and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I arn writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before tlie City 
Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52nd and SE Division. Tl-re Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recornmending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited frorn continuing north 
on SE 52"d:.at SE Division 

I 

I strongly'oppose a diversion at SE 52nd and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are rnore reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 
this area. These altematives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, whích PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parkûrg in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but voted to oppele the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very close 
and demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. At a June B meeting 
with Rich Newlands, Sarah Figliozzi and residents which called at the request of opponents to the 
diversion and was attended by more than 50 people, more than 2/3 of tlie attendees voted to 
OPPOSE the diverter. We ask that City Council direct PEOT'to pursue alternatives which 
are less drastic and less divisive, which have the support of úhe rnajority of neighbors rnost 
affected and which better balance the needs of the tsikeway with the safety, peacef,ulness 
and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask that City Council direct PBOT to slow down 
and more fully engage residents in possible solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with 
many of my neighbors, did not know about the proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to 
recommend it. The public process on the diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52il, but it has great poteirtial to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already èxperienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 5 I'1, 53'd and 54tl' and all the way up 
to 59tr' to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhoocl and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problern and end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
luarrow adjacent streets (which in most cases are single-lane streets). The Bikeway project team 

http:52"d:.at
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itself identified cut-through traffic avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as a problern 
early on its planning, yet has settled on a proposal which rnerely shifts the problern of cut-through 
trafftc to narrower adjacent streets. This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
tlrese narow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of incteased 
traffic on each of tlie neighboring streets could be as much as 150- 180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" altertrative! Moreover, even if traffic volulnes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to'lnitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional llleasures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the divertel' was not put in at 52"d in the first place. I adamantly 
oppose testing of the diverter. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52nd. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl' and SE 60'l' and Divlsion to 
improve traffic flow through these desired altematives. "Option B" would cahn traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altel'natives, preferably in conjunctio-n, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic cahning for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52"o Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this fwo-block stretch, 
which rnany believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minirnal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52nd and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. This last option would be consistent with the irnplernentation of the Bikeway 
south of Division, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problems for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these options would increase safety 
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neighbors of the Bikeway. 

X stnongly urge you to vote against the diversion of, nonthl¡our¡d car tnaffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PtsOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in close dialogue with affected 
meighbors in order to develop a solution at 52n'r axrd Ðivision is stnikes a rnore þ!¡¡
neasonable and thoughtful balance between the needs of the Eihewav and the safew, 
peacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is implernented thoughtfully, 
with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and neighbors, 
will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: 

"L?;LL -S'p: X+þw **''d 

BØue",€ &-Ë-r¿:P* 
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City Auditor 
LaVoune Griffin-Valade l.qllþI'TüFj ü1.':rå,'1tr F|Î :jr$û 
1221 SW 4tl'Avettue, Room 140 

Pottland, Oregon 97204 

tt 
¡uty l[,ir. , zot t 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversio't at SE 52"d a'd Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the city 

Council for approval.I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to plovide safe' accessible routes for 

bicyclists and see rr-rurry foritive aspects åf the SOs Bikeway' However, there is one aspect of the 

project that is of gr"ui*nceru to me and many of my nerghbo-rs: the proposed cliversion at SE 

52nd and SE Division. Tlie Portland Bureau of îtanspãttatión (PBOT) is recomrnending fhat all 

noftlrbound car traffic;^sB l);ã r""r"p, rruses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 

on SE 52"'d at SE Division 

n strongly oppose a diversion at sE 52nd and sE Ðivision. This option (referred to by PBOT as
 

,,Option C") is u at*ti" áption and will create more problems than it solves' It places an
 

share of the burde' of the Bikeway in tliis two-bloclc section on
 
unnecessary and Aisproportiå'ate 

adjacent streets. There are lnore reasonable and balanced solutiotls which would accommodate
 

the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through
 

this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signais and pinch points' which PBOT has
 

already identified u, fá.riUt" options; leavi'g the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use
 

side parki'fin this two block stretch in order to accommodate a
 
as a Bilceway; un¿ ."Åãuing 

"u.t

bike la'e (ust like PBOT í, .."o,ornôndi'g"South of-Divisio'). All of these alternatives would
 

strike a more fair and reasonable balance"between the needs of the Bikeway aud the safety'
 

peacefulness and livabilþ of neighboring streets' 

on Ju'e 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood_Association (MTNA) voted to support the
 

Bikeway generally but voted to oppose thã diverter. The vote agai'st the diverter was very close
 

and demonstrates the strong dinËñn in our neighbor.hood over this issue. At a June I meeti'g
 

with Rich Newlands, su.uhîigtio zzi andresiderits which called at the request of opponents to the
 

diversio. and was átte'ded b"y more than 50 people, mole-tfra' 2/3 of the atte'dees voted to
 

OPPOSE the diverter. \Ne asil that city council direct FEOT to pursue alternatives whiclt
 

are less drastic and less divisive, wtrrictr have the suppont of the majorify of neighlrors most
 

affected and which better balance the needs of the tsÍkeway wÍth the YIeIL peacefulness
 

and livabitify of our ,rügt uotltoods. We also ask that City Council direct PB9T to slow down 

in possible solutio's for tlis two-block stretch' I, along with 
and more fuly 

"ngage-råriã"nt,
rnany of rny neigtrboñ, did not lanowabout the proposed divefter until after PBOT had decided to 

,""o.,,.,",'d it. Tlre public process on tlre diverter issue lras been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car tr.affic on sE 52nd, but it has great potential to.increase traffic on 

adjacent streets. ou, nurro*, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 

increase in ,,cut through" traffic as drivers cut tltrough o' S8.51't, 53"1 and 54tl' and all the way up 

on Division, This hãs alreaclv clegraded the safetv, peacefulness
,;-;éilio ;"oid ,l-,";;;g".;i;; 

ancl I believe that a diverler at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
and livability of our neighborhood 

problem and end'p-ãií"øng alarge share of the traffic frotn 52"d (a two-lane street) ottto our 

narrow adjacent streets (which in most cases are single-lane streets)' The Bikeway project team 
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itself identified cut-through traffic avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersectio¡ as a problenr
 
early on its planning, yet has settlecl on a proposal which rnerely shifts the problem of cut-ìhrough
 
traffic to narrower adjacent streets. 'Ihis does not rnake sense.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. pBOT's
 
standards for what is att "acceptable" increase of traff,rc on acljacent streets are inappropriate for
 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands lias stated that an acceptable levei'of i'creasecl 
trafficoneachoftheneighboringstreetscouldbeasmuchas 150-180cársormoreperday. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact,, and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limiìs duri¡g
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the irnpact with devices such as 
speed burnps, stop signs and additional diveffers rather than remove tlte diverter at 52nd. It is 
unlikely tlie mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even lnore money
and would not be necessary if the divefter was not put itt af 52"d in the fìrst place. I adamaltly 
oppose testing of the diveter. 

I strongly support alternative lneasures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50'h and SE 60ñ and Division to 
improve traffic flow through tliese desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altérnatives, preferably in conju¡ctioìr,
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two optioris could 
achieve the goal of traffic cahning for the whole neigirborhood, not just the two bloòk stretch of 
52"o Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch,
which rnany believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic ald existipg traffic witll 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the sarne plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thãt is, to 
remove east side stleet parking in order to put in a northbou¡d bike lane from 52"d and Divisioll 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Thii last option would be consistent with the irnplementation of the Bikeway
south of Divisiotl, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problems for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these options would increase safety
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neighbors of the Bikeway. 

I sÚrongly urge you to vote against the diversion of, nortl¡bound car traffic aú 52nd and 
Division and ask PEOT to pursue lower Ínnpact alternatives in close dialogue wlth affected 
meighbors in order to develop a solution aú 52nd and Division is strikes a mrore f,air,
neasonable and thoughtful balance between the needs of the Eikewav and the saffi 
pqacefulness and livabilifv of -neanbv streets. A Bikeway which is ir"pt@
with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway anO n"igtrUors,
will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the Cify of Portland and all oius. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature; 

Printed Name: 

Address: a:\fr"u \vffi,\ilf 
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LaVome Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52'd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I arn writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to plovide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see rnany positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is rècommending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52'd and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unllecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accornmodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
abeady identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very Clòse and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livabitity of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of my neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed divefter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverfer issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experieuced a significant 
increase in "cut tluough" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 5l't, 53'd and 54tl' and all the way up 
to 59th to avoid the congestion on Division. This lras already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a divert er at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problern and end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52nd (a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow (one-lane) adacent streets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-through traffic 

- .avoiding the, SE 50!1and Division interseetion as aproblern earl¡z on its planning;,,yet hãs settled 
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on a proposal whicli merely shifts the problern of cut-through traffic to narrower adjace¡t sh.eets. 
This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT,s 
standards for what is att "acceptable" increase of tl'affic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or rnore per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact', and 
"acceptable" altemative! Moreover, even if traffîc volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such ai 
speed burnps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more rnoney 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identif,red at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic tll.ough 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctio-n, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on tliis two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing trafhc with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thàt is, to
reÍlove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52nd and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Ali of thãse options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike â more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikewav and 
the safetv. peacefulness and livabilitv of nearbv streets. A Bikeway which is impleménted 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bilieway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 
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City Auditor
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1221 SW 4'r'Averlue, Room 140 
Poftland, Oregon 97204 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I arn writing in regard to the 50s tsikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the Cify 
Council for approval.I arn wholehealtedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists ancl see many positive aspects of tlie 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
proj.ect that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversiou at SE 
52nd and SE Division. The Portlaud Bureau of Transportatiãn (PBOT) ìs iecomrnending that all 
nol-thbound car traff,rc on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be proliibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

n strongly opÍJose a divensiom at SE 52nd and SE Ðivision. This option (referrecl to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create rnore problems than it solves. It places an 
unllecessary and disproportionate share of the burclen of the Bikeway in this two-bloclç section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
tlie Bikeway without adversely irnpacting__Ihe llOs_qf pceple who live nearbv or clrive throush 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
alreacly identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accornmodate a 
bike lane (just like PBOT is recommencling South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the neecls of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness ancl livability of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diveúer. The vote against the diverter rù/as very close and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask thaÉ City Councitr 
direct PtsOT to pursue altennatives whictr are less dræsúic ancl tess clivisive, which have Éhe 

suppont of the rnajority of neighhons most aff,ected anctr which better Ï¡alance the needs of 
tlee tsikeway with the saf,ety, nleacef,ulmess and livability of oun meig[aborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutious for this two-bloclc stretch. I, along with many of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decidecl to recommend it. The public pl'ocess on the 
cliverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has gteat potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane lesidential sû'eets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 51.", 53'd ancl 54tl'and all tlie way up 
to 59tl' to avoid the congestion on Division. 'Ihis has already clegraded the safety, peacefulnesì 
and livability of our neighbolhood and I believe that a divert er at 52"'t will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52"d (a two-lane sh'eet) onto our 
ltarrow (one-lane) adjaceut streets. The Bikeway project team itself iclentifiecl cut-tlirough traffic 
avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as a problem early on its planning, yet has settlecl 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problern of cut-through traffic to uarroweL adjacent streets. 
This cloes not ural<e serlse. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is au "acceptable" increase of traffic on adacent streets are inappropriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neightroring streets coulcl be as much as 150-180 cars or rnore per day. This 
woulcl nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response woulcl be to 'lnitigate" the impact with devices such ai 
speed bumps, stop sigus and adclitional divefters rather than remove the diveúer at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the rnitigation tools would be effective. Aclditional rneasures will cost even rnore lnoney 
and would not be necessary if tlie diveúer was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would liave far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl' and SE 60tr' ancl Divlsion to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calln tr-affic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunction, 
should be explorecl and tested instead of the high-irnpact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traff,rc calming for the whole neighborhoocl, not just the two block stretch of 
52"d Ave. Another viable option ivould be to Ieave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which rnany believe could safely accommoclate increased bicycle h'affic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as FBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thãt is, to 
relnove east side street patking in order to prit in a nofthbound bike lane fi'orn 52nd and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Aú of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I stn"oxtgly urge you to vote agaimst ttne diversion of ¡rorthbouncl car tnaffÏc a'ú 52"d and 
Ilivision and ask PBOT' to pun'sue lowen ixrapact alteruaÉives in ctroser diatrogue witln affecÉed 
rneighbors whicnn stnike â rTtor"e reasonahle halance heúweem the meeels of'the Eikeway and 
úhe safeW" peacefulness and liyaþiliW of mearby streets, A Bikeway which is implementecl 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which bettel'balances the needs of the Bikeway ancl 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Porlland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Ur;" ,o¿ll 
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City Auditor 
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1221 SW 4'l'Avenue, Rooln 140 
Porlland, Oregon 97204 
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Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval.I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
proj.ect that is of great concern to me and many of rny neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 

52no and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recommending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

'' 

n strongly oppose a divensio¡r at SE 52"d and SE Ðivision. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 

unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 

already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 

as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two bloclc stretch in order to accomrnodate a 

bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15,2071, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but voted to gppqSg the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very close 
and demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. At a June 8 meeting 
with Rich Newlands, Sarah Figliozzi and residents which called at the request of opponents to the 
diversion and was attended by more than 50 people, more than 2/3 of the attendees voted to 
OPPOSE the diverter. We ask that City Council direct PEOT' to pursue alternatives whictr 
are less drastic and less divisive, which have the support of the majority of neighbors rnost 
affected and which better balance the needs of the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask that City Council direct PBOT to slow down 
and rnore fully engage residents in possible solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with 
many of rny neighbors, did not know about the proposed divefter until after PBOT had decided to 
recommend it. The public process on the diverter issue has been very poor. 

Tlie diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 

adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 51", 53'd and 54tl'and all the way up 
to 59tr' to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problem aná end up diverting a large share of the traff,ic from 52"d (a two-lane street) outo our 
ltarrow adjacent streets (which in most cases are single-lane streets). Tlie Bikeway project team 
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itself identified cut-through traffic avoiding the SE 50tl' and Division intersection as a problern 
early on its planning;yet has settled on a proposal which rnerely shifts the problern of cut-through 
traffic to narrower adjacer-rt streets. This does not make serlse. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
statrdards for what is att "acceptable" increase of traffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-l B0 cars or rnore per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" altemative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even rnore money 
and would trot be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. I adamantly 
oppose testing of the diverter. 

I strongly support altemative lneasures in lieu of diverting nofihbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tr'and SE 60th and Divlsion to 
itnprove traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altðrnatives, preferably in conjunctio-n, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-irnpact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52"o Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bilce lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. This last option would be consistent with the implementation of the Bikeway 
south of Division, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problems for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these options would increase safety 
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neighbors of the Bikeway. 

I strongly urge you to vote aEainst the diversÍon of northbomnd can traffic at 52nd and 
Ðivision and ask PEOT to pursue lower irnpact alternatives in close dialogue with affected 
neighbors in order to develop a solution at 52nd and Ðivision is strikes a rnore fair,
reaso4abte and thoughtful balar¡ce between the meeds of the Eikewav and the safety"
peacefulness and livability of nearbv streets. A Bikeway which is irnplemented thoughtfully, 
with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and neighbois,
will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: 

Printed Name: n 

/-7CÀ jiË r;'1'tt' fr¡(. .{)on4lr,n&, r>R (l }il{Address: 
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Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed 'Iraffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear Ciff Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Eikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the Cify 
Council for approval.I am wholeheaftedly in favor of efforts to provicle safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there js one aspect of the 
project that is of great corlcertl to me and many of rny neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Porlland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recornrnending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52od and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-bloch section on 
adjacerit streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adverselv irnpacting the 100s of people who live nearb)¡ or clrive through 
this area. These altetnatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving tlie two-block stretch as-is and rnonitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accornrnodate a 
bike lane f ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these altematives would 
strike a more fair and reasouable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support tlie 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diveÍer', The vote against the diverter was vety close and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that Ciry Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors rnost aff'ected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and rnore fully engage residents in possible 
solutions fol this two-block stretch. I, along with rnany of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recornmend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor'. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has gleat poterfial to increase tlaffic o1 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase ill "cut tluough" traffic as drivers cut through on SE, 5l't, 53'd and 54tl' and all thð way up 
to 59rr' to avoid the cougestion on Division. Tliis has already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighbolhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problern and end up diverling a large share of the traffio fì'om 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow (one-lane) a.djacent stl'eets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-thlough traffic 
avoiding the SE 501r' ancl Division intersection as a problem early on its planning, 5ret hás seltled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problern of cut-through traffic to nalroweL adjacent sh-eets. 
Tllis docs not mal<e seltse. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to sucli a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is att "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inapplopriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
trafficoueachoftheneighboringstleetscouldbeasrnuchas 150-lB0carsormoreperclay. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traff,rc on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits dur.i¡g 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response woulcl be to 'hitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed burnps, stop sigr-rs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost everl lnoïe iltoney 
and would not be necessary if the diverfer was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting noúhbound traffic on SE 52"d. pBOT 
has identifiecl at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl' and SE 60tL ancl Division to 
improve traff,rc flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "piuch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these altematives, preferably in conjunctio¡, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic cahning for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52"d Ave. Auother viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate iucreased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follorv the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
lelnove east side street parking in order to put in a nortlibound bike lane fi'om 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Aú of tliese options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of norfhbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to ¡rursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike â more reasonable balance befiveen the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safetv. peacefulness and livability of nearby streets. A Bilceway which is irnplernented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and wliich better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
ireighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your caleful consideration of tliis aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 
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City Auditor 
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LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
12215W 4tl'Avenue, Room 140 

Poftland, Oregon 91204 
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Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to tlie 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval.I arn wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great corlcern to me and rnany of rny neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52nd and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recommending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d,at SE Division 

X strongtry oppose a diversiom at SE 52nd and SE llivisionr. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will qeate more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are lnore reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 
this area. These altematives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but voted to oppose the divefter. The vote against the divefier was very close 
and demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. At a June 8 meeting 
with Rich Newlands, Sarah Figliozzi and residents which called at the request of opponents to the 
diversion and was attended by more than 50 people, more than 2/3 of the attendees voted to 
OPPOSE the diverter. We ask that City Council direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which 
are less drastic and less divisive, which have the support of the majority of neighbors rnost 
aff,ected and which better balance the needs of the Eikeway with the safefy, peacefulness 
and livabilify of our neighborhoods. We also ask that City Council direct PBOT to slow down 
and rnore fully engage residents in possible solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with 
many of my neighbors, did not know about the proposed divener until after PBOT had decided to 
recommend it. The public process on the diverter issue has been very poor, 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjaceut streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase iu "cut through" traffic as clrivers cut through on SE 51", 53'd and 54tl'and all the way up 
to 59tl'to avoid the congestion on Division. This lias already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"'t will greatly exacerbate this 
problern and end up diverling a large share of the traffic from 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow adjacent streets (which in most cases are single-lane streets). The Bikeway project team 
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itself identifted cut-through traffic avoiding the SE 50'r' and Division intersection as a problern 
early on its planning, yet has settled on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through 
traffic to nal'rower adjaceut streets. This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as rnuch as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to 'lnitigate" the impact with devices such as 

speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the rnitigation tools would be effective. Additional uleasures will cost even more morìey 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. I adarnantly 
oppose testing of the diverter. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'aud SE 60tl' and Divìsion to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctioìr, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just tlie two block stretch of 
52"d Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle haffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minirnal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for tlie Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Divisioll 
to 52"d and Lincoln. This last option would be consistent with the irnplernentation of the Bikeway 
south of Divisiou, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problems for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these options would increase safefy 
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neighbors of the Bikeway. 

n shongly urEe you to vote against the diversion of northhou¡ld car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in close dialogue with affected 
neighbors in order to develop a solution at 52"d and Division is stnikes a rnore þ!¡1
reasonable and thouehtful balance between the r¡eeds of' the Bihewav and the safetv, 
peacefulness and livabilitv of nearb-y gtqets. A Bikeway which is irnplemented thoughtfully, 
with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and neighbors, 
will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of tlie 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: 

Printed Name: ì . V.o^..1. Loh¿ rr 'ì ),¿¡t_,(.)
Address: l-1 e':l- sÉ $;ft Áv* Po"-l-i''''''(4'ÒF'" 

q 
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SV/ 4tr'Aveuue, Roorn 140 

Portland, Oregon 97204 

4 

July L*,2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at sE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griff,in-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the city 

Council for-approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of effor"ts to provide safe, accessible routes for 

bicyclists a'd see many positive aspects ôf the 5Os Bikeway' However, there is one aspect of the 

nroiect that is of er"ui"tncern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 

ã;å;i'sE-D*rsi";r. The poftland Bureau of rransportation (PBor) is recommending that all 

on sE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing nofth 
"ãrarru;J*r,."rn"on SE 52ñ at SE Division 

n strongty oppose a diversion at SE 52"d and SE 1livisio¡r. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

;Opti"n- "C,,j i, a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 

unn"""rruryand disproportiónate share of tl-re burden of the Bikeway in this two-bloclc section on
 

uã¡u"*nt streets. Thàre'are more reâsonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate
 

the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through
 

this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has
 

already ide'tified as possible options; Ieaving the two-block stretch as-is and rnonitoring its use
 

as a Bíkeway; und ,"-ouing euËt side parking in this two block stretch in order to accomnrodate a
 

bike lane 6ust tite PBOT L .""o,n-ånding South ofDivision)' All of these alternatives would
 

strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety,
 

peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets'
 

On .Iune 15, z0ll, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to suppor-t the
 

Bikeway generally but voted to oppose thã diverter. The vote against the diverter-was very close
 

and demo'strates the strong divisioì in our neighbolhood over this issue' At a June I meeting
 

witlr Rich Newlands, Sarahîiglio zzi and residents which called at the request of opporrents to tlie
 

diversio' and was áttended b"y rnore than 50 people, more than 2/3 of the attendees voted to
 

oppOSE the diverter. \Ã¡e asL that City Courncil dÍrect PEOT to pursue alternatives which
 

are less dnastic u*d luuu divisive, which have the suppont of the nnajonity of'neig]rbons most
 

affected and which better balance the needs of the Eikeway with the saj-:ryj peacefulness
 

and livability of our. neighborhoods. we also ask that city council direct PBOT to slow down 

and rnore fully engage rãsidents in possible solutions for this two-block stretch' I, along with 

rnany of rny nåignboÃ, did riot kuowabout the proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to 

l"""oinrr,"nå it. Tlie public process on the diverter issue has been very poor' 

The diverter will reduce car tr.afflrc on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic or-r 

adjacent streets. Our narrow, siugle lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 

increase in,,cut through,'traffic a-s clrivels cut tl-rrough on SE 51't, 53"1 aud 54'l'a¡d all the way up 

tfr" cãngestion ori f)ivision. This has already degraded.the safety, peacefulness;;-;óilto 
"rÀi¿and livability of our neighborhood ancl I believe that a diverler at 52"" will greatly exacerbate this 

problem and end up-ãiu""raing alarge share of the traffic from 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 

luarrow adjace¡t streets (which in most cases are single-lane streets). The Bikeway project team 
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itself identified cut-through traffìc avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as a problem
early on its planning, yet has settled on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-ìhrough
 
traff,rc to narrower adjacent streets. This does not make sense.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. pBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacãnt sireets are inappropriate for
 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable levei of increased
 
trafficoneachoftheneighboringstreetscouldbeasmuchas 
 150-lS0carsormoreperday. This

would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet i;tiil u fo* impact,,and


"onriã*"¿"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, evell if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during

testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as

sp!:d bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather thán remove the diverter at 52"d. It i;
 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money

and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. I adamantly
 
oppose testing of the diverter.
 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound trafflrc on SE 52'd. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets' "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tÏ and SE 60ä and Divlsion to
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctioî,
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options coulá 
19!jeve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhoód, not just the two bloòk stretch of 
52"" Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch,
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with
 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the s-ame plan on

this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thät is, to
 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52nd and Division
 
ta 52"d and Lincoln. This last option would te consistent with the implementation of the Bikeway

south of Division, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problems for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these óptions would increase safety
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neigirbors of the Bikeway. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in close dialogue with affected
neighbors in order to develop a solution at 52"d and Division is strilies a more fair.
reasonable and thoushtful balance between the needs of the Bikewav and the safìt
pq4cefulness and livabilitv of nearbv streetp. A Bikeway which ir@

with.strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway una n"igfrUors,

will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all oius. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: 

Printed Name: 

Address: 
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LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4tl'Avenue, Roorn 140 

Poftland, Oregon 91204 

July _, 201 I 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval, I am wholeheaftedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great corlceln to me and rnany of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recommending that all 
norfhbourid car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited frorn continuing north 
on SE 52\!:at SE Division. 

I strongly'oppose a diversion at SE 52n'r and SE Ðivision. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more probletns than it solves. It places an 

ultnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely irnpacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 
this area. These altematives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 

already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 

as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 

bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikervay and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15,2071, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but voted to eppqse the diverter, The vote against the diverter was very close 
and demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. At a June B rneeting 
witlr Rich Newlands, Sarah Figliozzi and residents which called at the request of opponents to the 
diversion and was attended by more than 50 people, more than 2/3 of the attendees voted to 
OPPOSE the diverter. We ask that City Council direct PEOT'to pursue altennatives which 
are less drastic and less divisive, which trrave the suppont of the majority of neighbons rnost 
affected and which better balance the needs of the tsikeway with the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask that City Council direct PBOT to slow down 
and more fully engage residents in possible solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with 
rnany of my neighbors, did not know about the proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to 
recommend it. The public process on the diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduc e car trafltc on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase iu "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 5l*, 53"1and 54tl'and all the way up 
to 59tl' to avoid the congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of oul' neighborhood and I believe that a divefter af 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of the traffic fì'our 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
luan'ow adjacent streets (which in most cases are single-lane streets). The Bikeway project team 
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itself identifîed cut-through traffic avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as a problem 
early on its planning, yet has settled on a proposal whicli merely shifts the problern of cut-through 
traffic to uarrower adjacent streets. Tllis does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is au "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these naruow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has statecl that an acceptable level of increased 
trafficoneachoftheneigliboringstreetscouldbeasmuchasl50-lB0carsormoreperday. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, evell if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional divefters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. I adarnantly 
oppose testing of the diverter. 

I strongly support alternative measules in lieu of diverting nofthbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'and SE 60tl'and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would cahn traffic thlouglt 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctioìr, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic cahning for the whole neighborhood, not just tlie two block stretch of 
52"d Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a nofthbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. This last option would be consistent with the irnplementation of the Bikeway 
south of Division, would increase bicycle safety without creating new problerns for adjacent 
streets and would negatively affect far fewer people. All of these options would increase safety 
for bicyclists without adversely affecting such a large number of neighbors of tlie Bikeway. 

X strongly urge you to vote againsû the diversion of nonthl¡ou¡rd car traffic at 52nd and 
Ðivision and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact atrternatives in close dialogue with affected 
neighbors in order to develop a solution at 52nd and Division is strikes a more fair" 
reasonable and thoughtful balance between úhe needs of ttre Eikeway and the safety, 
peeçelfulness and livability of nearbv streets. A Bikeway wl-rich is implernented thouglrtfully, 
with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and neighbors,
will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of tliis aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: fu"}=.* 
Frintecl Name: fiæu Pritlr 
Address: LL72 6V s {'Lå" A'¡u" 117.t\ 
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Grif fin-Valade 
122I SW 4tr'Avenue, Roqin 140 

Poñland, Oregon 97204 

7 _ ,7 ,2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Fi'oposecf Traffic Diversion at SE 52"d and Ðivision 

Dear Cily Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I atn writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, wliich will soon be coining before the City 
Council for approval.I arn wholeheartedly in favor of effol'ts to plovide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the-project that is of great concern to me and rnany of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Porlland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is i:ecommending that all 
nofthbound car traffìc on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing nortlr 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

n stroraglSr oppose a clivension at SE 52nd and SE Ðivisio¡r. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in tliis two-bloclc section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable ancl balanced solutions which would accoilmoclate 
the Bikeway without adversely irnpactingjhe 100s of people who live nearb]¡ or cli'ive througli 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals ald pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and rnonitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this fwo block stretch in order to accolnrno date a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recornmencling South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
stlike a more fair aud reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikervay arid tlie safbty, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets 

On Jr¡ne 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very Clòse and 
demoustrates the strong division in our neighbolhood over this issue. We ash that City Council 
dinect PBOT to punsue altennatives rvhicF¡ are less drastic a¡¡d tress divisive, which [rave the 
sup¡rort of the rnajorify of'neighbors ¡r¡ost aff'ecÉeel a¡¡d whic[e hel-Éen' È¡alamce the needs of 
the tsikeway wiúh the safely, peacefulness and livability of our meignrbortrroods" We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this trvo-block stretch. I, along with many of my neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until afler PBOT had decided to lecommend it. The public process on the 
divertel issue has been vely poor. 

The diveiler will reduce car traffic on SE 52''d, but it has great potential to increase h'affic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already expelieuced a significant 
increase in "cutthrough" traffic as drivers cr-rtthrough on SE 51't, 53'd and 54tl'and allthewayup 
to 59tl'to avoid the cougestioir on Division. This lias alreacly degracled the safeff, peacefulnesì 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problern ancl end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52"o (a two-lane street) onto oul. 
narrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project teail itself identifìed cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as a problern early on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the plobleür of cut-through traffic to natl'owel adjaceirt sfi.eets.
 
This does not ulake setlse.
 

PBOT'is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is att "acceptable" increase of traffic on adjacent sti'eets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlancls has statecl that an acceptable level of increasecl 
traffic ou each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cals ol inore per cÌay. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! MoreoveL, eveir if fraffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits duri¡g 
testing, PBOT lias stated that its respollse rvould be to "niitigate" the impact rvith devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than reinove the diverter a-t 52nd. it is 
unlikely the mitigatiou tools would be effective. Additional lrleasures will cost eveil rnore tnoitey 
and would not be llecessary if the diveúel was not put in aL 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly supporf alternative measures in lieu of diverting norlhbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has ideirtified at least two altematives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersectior-rs at SE 50tr' and SE 60tl' ancl Divlsion to 
improve traffic flow through these desired altematives. "Option B" would calm traffic tlirough 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctioìr, 
should be explorecl and tested instead of the high-irnpact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming forthe whole neighborhood, notjustthetrvo bloclc stretch of 
52nn Ave. Another viable option rvould be to leave the traffic "as is" on this t-wo-block stretch, 
which inany believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than rninitnal road signage. Another option would be to follorv the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Eikeway south of Division - that is, to 
rernove east side street parking in order to put iir a northbound bike lane fi'om 52"d and Divisio¡ 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Aû of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

X stl'omg[y urge you to vote aqainst ftrre diversiom of, northbound aa¡' traf'frc at 52nd amd 
Ðivision and ask PEOT' Éo pursme trowel' impact atrÉer¡latives Ên closex' dËatrogue wiÉh aff'ected 
meighbons which st¡'ike a rnore reasonat¡tre balance hetween ttne ¡leeds of the Bi}<ewav and 
the safeÉy" peacefutrness and livability qf, nearf¡y streets" A Bikeway which is irnplemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
ireighbors, will in tlie long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

174 rí C/
Sirrcerely, /J*.<o- // fi)pon.nr\-
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City Auditor t:.ruliïTüË ül."fri".Ll Ë'i.r nl1fi
 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade
 
1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 140
 
Portland, Oregon 97204
 

s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52"d and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I arn writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council fbr approval.I am wholeheaftedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great coltcern to me aud many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52nd and SE Division. The Porlland Bureau of Transptrtation (PBOT) is rrecornrreuding that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be proliibited from continuing nortli 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52nd and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problerns than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block sectio¡ on 
adjacent streets. There are tnore reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely irnpacting the 100s of people who live nearb)¡ or dri rou 
this area. These altematives include: the use of turn signals and pinch poirrts, wliich PBOT lias 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two=block stretch as-is and monitoling its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accomrnodate a 
bike lane (lust like PBOT is recornmencling Soufh of Division). All of these altenlatives woulcf 
strike a more fair and reasouable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opppsçel the divefter. The vote against the diverter was very clãse and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safefy, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutiotts for this two-block stretch. I, along with rnany of my neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed divefier until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor'. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has great potential to increase traffic o¡ 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significa¡t 
increase iu "cuttlrrough" traffic as drivers cut tluough on SE 51't, 53'd aud 54tl'aild all the way up 
to 59tl'to avoid the congestion on Division. This ñas already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighbolhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problern and end up diverting a large share of the traffic fi'om 52"d (a fwo-lane street) onto our 
narrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The l3ikeway project tearn itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding tlie SE 50d' and Division intersection as ã pìoblern early on its planning, yet has seltled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-througb traffrc to narrower adjacent sh.eets.
 
This does not mal<e sense.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the divelsion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT,s 
standards for what is au "acceptable" increase of traff,rc on adjacent stt'eets are inappropriate for 
these natrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neigliboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, everl if tlaffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testiug, PBOT has stated that its response would be to 'lnitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverfers rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlilcely the rnitigatioll tools would be effective. Additional lneasures will cost everl rnore rloney 
and would not be llecessaly if the diverfer was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting nofthbouncl tlaffic on SE 52nd. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential uegative impact on 
adjacent stl'eets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tr'and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired altematives. "Option B" would calrn tl'affic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctiol, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic cahning for the whole neighborhood, not just the fwo block stretch of 
52"d Ave. Another viable option rvould be to leave the traffio "as is" on this two-bloclc stretch, 
which rnany believe could safely accommodate incl'eased bicycle traffic and existing traff,rc with 
notliing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same pla¡ on 
this fwo-block stretch as PBOT is recommending forthe Bikeway south of Division-that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d andDivisio¡ 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Aú of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large nunrber ofneighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pul'sue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safety, peacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bilceway which is irnplernented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which bettel balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

fhank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

*?\*"* 
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LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4'r'Avenue, Room 140 
Portland, Oregon 91204 

July 8, 2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52"d and Division 

Dear Cìty Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which wìll soon be coming before the City

Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor ofefforts to provide safe, accessible routes for
 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the
 
project that is of great concem to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transptrtatiãn @BOt) ìs iecommending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division. 

I strongly oppose a tliversion at SE 52"d and SE Division. This option (referred to by pBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the hundreds of people who live nearby or drive 
through this area. These alternatives include: the use of tum signals and pinch points, which 
PBOT has already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and 
monitoring its use as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order 
to accommodate a bike lane (lust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). Al1 of these 
alternatives would strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway 
and the safety, peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to supporl the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very Clòse and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most afTected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacelulness and livabitity of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that Cify Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of my neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffìc on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 5l't, 53"1 and 54'l'ancl all the way up 
to 59tr' to avoid the congestion on Division. This hìs already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
rìarrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. 'fhe Bikeway project team itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50'r' and Division intersection as ã problem early on in its planning, yet has 
settlecl on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to narrowei adjacent 
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streets. This does not make sense. PBOT's Rich Newlands has stated that most of the diverted 
traffic would likely end up on SE 51't, which would have a direct negative impact on me and my
neiglibors. I've lived on SE 51't for 19 ]¡ears, and did not expect the quiet nature, safety and 
livability of the street to change due to actions by the city. 

PBO'I'is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of tl'affic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" altemative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such ai 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly suppoft alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"". PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tr'and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired altematives. "Option B" would calm tlaffic tll.ougli 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altematives, preferably in conjunction, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52"d Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thàt is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. All of thèse options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors of the Bikeway. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car trafñc at 52"d and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikewav and 
the saf'etv. peacef'ulness and livability of nearbv streets. A Bikeway which is implemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long tun be best for bicyclists, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

'Ihank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

Ln,.t -, Lv¡,'J-,r**'t/ 
Laurie Livingstone 
2341 SE 5l't Avenue 
Portland, OR 97215 
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City Auditor 
!]UþI1'üFl l jT¡ir;¡.'l i ¡:¡ i;ri*LaVonne Gri ffin-Valade 

1221 SW 4'r'Avenue, Roorn 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

July 8, 2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffìc Diversion at SE 52"d and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City

Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, acc-essible routes for
 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the
 
project jh-at is of great concem to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"" and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) ìs recommending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing norti 
on SE 52"'t af SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52n'r and SE Division. This option (referred to by pBOT as
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets' There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the hundreds of people who live nearby or drive 
through this area. These altematives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which 
PBOT has already identified as possible options; leaving the two-blocl shetch as-is and 
monitoring its use as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order 
to accommodate a bike lane (¡ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these 
alternatives would strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway 
and the safety, peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15, 2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverler was very ólòse and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
clirect PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most afï'ected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the saf'ety, peacef'ulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully residents in possible

"ngãg.solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of my neighbórs, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent sfi'eets. Our nal'row, single lane residential streets have already experienced a signifìcant
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut thror.rgh on SE 51't, 53"1ánd 54'l'and all thãway up
to 59tl' to avoid the congestion on Division. This hãs already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52"'rwill rÌreatlv c'xacerbate this 
problem ancl end up diverting a large share of the traffic fì'om 52"d 1a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The tsikeway project team itself identifìed cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as á problem early on in its planning, yet has 
settlecl orì a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to narrower acljace¡t 
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streets' This does not make sense. PBOll"s Rich Newlands has stated that most of the cliverted 
traffic would likely end up on SE 51'r, which would have a directnegative impact on me and rny 
neighbors. I've lived on SE 51't for 19 vears, and did not expect the quielnature, safety anâ 
livability of the street to change due to actions by the city. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. pBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase of traffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential stl'eets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable levei of increased 
trafficoneachoftheneighboringstreetscouldbeasmuchas 150-180caìsormoreperday. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternativel Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limrts during
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such ai 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverler at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I shongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative irnpact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tr'and SE 60tl'and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic tlir.ough
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altérnatives, preferably in conjunction, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of trafftc calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two bloãk stretch of 
52"d Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffìc and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Dìvision - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and, Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. All of thèse options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely
affecting such a large number of neighbors of the Bikeway. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffÌc at 52"'r and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue Iower impact alternatives in closer clialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonab.lr þþ4çç between the needs of the llikewav and 

and livabilitv of nearbv streets. A Bikeway which is implemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclists, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful co tron of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sinc 

Kyle Shetterly 
2341 SE 5l't Avenue 
Portland, OR 97215 
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4tl'Avenue, Room 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Iuly 14,20ll 

Re: 50s Bikeway Project - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

We are writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval. We have lived at our curent address at SE 54th and Lincoln since 1982. We 
are in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for bicyclists and see many positive 
aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the projectthat is of great concernto 
us and many of our neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 52"d and Division. The Portland 
Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recommending that all northbound vehicle traffic on SE 52nd 
(except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north on SE 52"d at SE Division. 

This option (refemed to by PBOT 
as "Option C") is a drastic one and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby. 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very close and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in finding other 
solutions for this two-block stretch. 

The diverter will reduce car traffîc on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our narrow residential streets have already experienced a significant increase in 
"cut through" traffìc as drivers use SE 51't, 53'd and 54tl'and all the way up to 59tl'to avoid the 
congestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefulness and livability of our 
neighborhood and we believe that a diverter at 5?'d will greatly exacerbate this problem and end 
up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52no) onto the naffow adjacent streets. The Bikeway 
project team itself identified cut-through traffic avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection as 
aproblem early on its planning,yetit has settled on a proposal which shifts the problem of cut
through traffic to nanower adjacent streets. This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. We strongly object to such a test. 
PBOT's standards for what is an "acceptable" increase of traffic on adjacent streets are 
inappropriate for these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable 
level of increased traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or 
more perday. This would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these streets, yet is still 
considered a "low impact" and "acceptable" altemative. Moreover, even if traffic volumes 
exceeded acceptable limits during testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to 
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"mitigate" the impact with devices such as speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather 
than remove the diverter at 52"d. We do not believe the mitigation tools would be effective. 
Additional measures will cost even more money and would not be necessary if the diverter was 
not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

We support altemative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52nd. PBOT has 
identified at least two altematives that would have far less potential negative impact on adjacent 
streets. These alternatives should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". 
Another option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, which many believe 
could safely accommodate increased bicycle trafftc and existing traffic with nothing more than 
minimal road signage. Yet another option would be to follow the same plan on this two-block 
stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to remove east side 
street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52nd and Division to 52nd and 
Lincoln. All of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely affecting such 
alarge number of neighbors of the Bikeway. 

We strongly urge you to of northtround car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and direct PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with 
affected. A Bikeway which is implemented thoughtfully, with strong public process and which 
better balances the needs of the Bikeway and neighbors, lvill in the long run be best for bicyclist, 
neighbors, the City of Poftland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

,Grt^fl*4x,n1'1-,t-
Richard and Rosa Housman 
5440 SE Lincoln Street 
Portland, OR 97215-3938 
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LaVonne Griffrn -Valade 
1221 SW 4'r'Avcnue, Room l40 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Re : -50s Bikewa), * Proposcd Traffic Diversion at SE 52*r and Division ËiubTTÜË tjìl"it':1"! 1 p¡ ijr'l*' 

Doar City Auditor Grifñn-Valade: 

Wo are rvriting in rogarcl to thc 50s Bikervays Project, which rvill soon be conring before the City
 
Council for a¡:proval. Wt: sr"4rport the iclca of a north-south bikeway but oppose the proposal to
 
divert all northbound traffic off of SE 52"'r between Division and sherman.
 

The divefter will reduce car traffic on SE 52n'r, but it has great potential to increase traff,ic on
 
adjacent streets. Our narrou', single lane resiclential streets have already experienced a significant
 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 5l*, -53'd and 54th and all the rvay up
 
to -59'r' to avoid the congestion on Division. A divðrter at 52"ù will exacerbate this problern and
 
cncl up dirrerting a largo share of the traf1ic from 52"'r (a ti,vo-lane street) onto our narrow (one
larrc) acljaccut strccts. Tlie Bikervay proìect team itsclf idcntifïed cut-through traffic avoiding the
 
SE 50"' and Division intersection as a problem early on, yet has settled on a proposal r,vhich
 
merely shills the problem to narrower adjaccnt strcets. This does not make seltse.
 

This diversion is a drastic option and will creatc morc probloms than it solvcs. More rcasonable 
and balauced solutions which would accommodate the Bikerva), witlìout adversely impacting tlre 
neighborhood include: the use of tum signals and pinch points, which PBOT has alrèady 
identified as possible options; enhancing intersections at SE 50rh and SE 60'h ancl Division to 
improve trafftc flow through these desired alternativss; rcmoving east side parking in this two 
block stretch in order to accotnmodatc a bikc lane (ust likc PBOT is recomrncnding South of 
Division); making a 4-way stop at 52nd and Lincoln; and leaving the two-block stretch as-is ancl 
monitoring its use as a Biker,r,ay. 

On Junc 15, Z0ll, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed thc divcrter. The vote against the diverter was very ótãse and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We don't bclicve for a 
minulo that they woulcl irrstall the cliverter, monitor it, and then remor¡e it if the neighborhood 
impact is too great. Try the less drastic measures first! 

We strongly urge you to vote against the diveryion of northbound car traffic at 52"'r and 
Division and ask PBOTto pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors. 

Thanlc you for your carcflil consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikervays Projcct. 

Sincerely, 

l¿ i í
\4ã /i, { ( ,f t/, { i.*i+-.nr.-.. f 

Gar¡, and Flora Li¡lpctt 
23-52 SE -s4'r'Avc. 
Portland, OR 9721-5 
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Ê$ilf ï*fiLaVonne Griffin-Valade 

1221 SW 4ú Avenue, Room 140 

Portland, Oregon 97204 då ,ár q,-,) {.} 6Þ
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Q---0* ? , zottuc/
Re: -50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the Cþ 
Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor of effots to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52nd and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recommending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d atSE Division. 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52"d and SE Divísion. This option (refened to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions whish would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearby or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 

as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block sfretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane fiust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15,201,1, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter \ilas very close and 
demonstuates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drasfic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livabilify of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of my neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Ow na:row, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" haffic as drivers cut through on SE 5l't, 53'd and 54ú and all the way up 
to 59th to avoid the còngestion on Division. This has already degraded the safety, peacefulnesi 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a divert er at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverfing a large share of the traffic from 52od (a two-lane street) onto our 
narrow (one-lane) adjacent sffeets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50ù and Division intersection as a problem early on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to narrower adjacent streets.
 
This does not make sense.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase of traffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
trafftc on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of naffic on these yet is still considered a "lo\ry impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional divefters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52od in the fust place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting nothbound fiaffic on SE 52'd. PBOT 
has identified at least two altematives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent sheets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50th and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm naffic through 
creating "pinch poilts" along SE 52'd. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunctioin, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of naffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52no Ave Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle haffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
rernove east side sfteet parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52nd and Division 
to 52nd and Lincoln. All of thése options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote aeainst the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52"d and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikewav and 
the safefy. peacefulness and livabilifv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is implemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 
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Parsons, Susan 

From: Allen Field [allen_field@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 12,2011 1:45 PM 

To: Adams, Mayor; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Fritz; Leonard, Randy; Commissioner 
Saltzman; Moore-Love, Karla 

Cc: Figliozzi, Sarah; Newlands, Rich; Jeff Cropp 

Subject: Richmond N.A. letter of support re NE/SË 50's Bikeway project 

Attachments: 50s Bikeway project.pdf 

Dear Mayor Adatls, Commissioners and Council Clerk: Please find enclosed a letter of support 
fi'om the Richmond Neighborhood Association regarding the NE/SE 50's Bikeway project. 

Very truly your, 
Allen Field 
Co-Chair Richmond Neighborhood Association 

81121201t 

mailto:allen_field@yahoo.com
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
1221 SW 4tl'Averlue, Room 140 

Poftland, Oregon 97204 

,2011 

Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52"d and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be corning before the City 
Council for approval. I arn wholeheaftedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportatiôn (PBOT) ìs recommending that all 
northbound cartrafftc on SE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing nofth 
on SE 52"d at SE Division. 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52n'r and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 

"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two'block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely irnpacting the l00s of people who live nearb), or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverterwas very close and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisiveo which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of my neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed divefter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
divefter issue has been very poor, 

The cliverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic olr 
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cutthrough on SE 5lu, 53d and 54tl'and all the way up 
to 59tl'to avoid the congestion on Division. This llas already degradecl the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diveft er at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of the traffic from 52''d (a two-lane street) ollto our 
narrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project tearn itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50"' and Division intersection as a problern early on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to namower adjacent streets. 
This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraff,rc on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these narow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as I 5 0- 1 80 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" alternative! Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52nd. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52nd in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50th and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffîc through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these alternatives, preferably in conjunction, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52nd and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. All of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52nd and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safetv. peacefulness and livabilitv of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is implemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 
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August 1.5, 2011 

Honorable Sam Adams & Members of Portland City Council
 
City of Portland
 
1221 SW 4th Avenue
 
Portland, Oregon 97204
 

RE: Letter of Support for 50s Bikeway Project 

Dear Mayor Adams and members of City Council: 

My name is Chris Yake and I live on SE Steele St just east of 52'd Ave in the Woodstock Neighborhood. As a homeowner, driver, cyclist, 
pedestrian, father of three small children and member of the Cit¡zens Advisory Committee, I want to convey my family'si enthusiastic 
support for the 50's Bikeway Project. ln fact, we purchased our home partly because we knew that the project had received Metro funding 
and would help make SE 52nd Ave a more livable street and less of a barrier separating the east side of the neighborhood from the school, 
shopping, and restaurants along and near Woodstock Blvd. I would also like to commend PBOT's project team of Sarah Figliozzi, Rich Newlands 
and Jennifer Tower for their hard work and diligence in producing a strong alternative given the l¡m¡ted project funds. Since I endorse all facets 
ofthe project north of Powell Blvd, my support is based on three key conditions for the southern segment: 

!. 	 Minimum of 6' bike lanes on 52nd Ave between Woodstock Blvd and Foster 8/vd: Since 52"d is an emergency route, the project team 
struggled to conle up with additional enhancements for the southern end of the corridor's alignment. Additionally, limited project funds 
forced the planned ¡mprovements for the neighborhood route to the east to be deferred indefinitely. ln the interest of both cyclist 
comfort and corridor equity, it is ¡mperat¡ve that 52nd be treated with a minimum of 6' bike lanes as proposed since this is the last 
remaining enhancement for this segment. As demonstrated by multiple PBOT on-street parking counts, the removal of parking on the 
eastside of the street will impact a minimal number of residents (on-street utilization averages less than 20% and was 0% for many blocks). 

2. 	Speed enforcement and future troffic cølming dlong 52 Avei Between 10,000 and 15,000 vehicles, many of them nonresidents from 
Clackamas County, travel on this stretch of 52nd Ave. According to PBOT data, no less than 85 percent of these cørs ore speeding. This is 
untenable for a major bikeway, not to mention a street that includes a school zone. Since 52'd is the only direct signalized route between 
39th(whichonewouldneverbikeonanyways) andT2"d,thereisnoreasonablenorth-southalternativeforcyclists.Forthesafetyofall 
road users, speed enforcement must be increased along this corridor. Furthermore, for speeds to be consistently controlled, physical 
traffic calming devices (e.g. curb extensions, speed bumps with gaps for emergency vehicles, bike boxes) must continue to be explored 
and introduced along the corridor. 

3. 	Neighborhood route south of Powell added to the near-term queue of Bike Boulevard/Neighborhood Greenwoy p¡olects: Not all cyclists 
will want to use 52nd Ave even with the proposed improvements. Rather than be indefinitely deferred, the neighborhood route primarily 
on SE 57th and 58th Ave, now that it has been planned and vetted via the public process, should be funded as a near-term project as 
illustrated in PBOT's current Neighborhood Greenways map. 

I served on the project's Citizens Advisory Committee largely because Woodstock has been leapfrogged in terms of public attention and 
¡nvestment. Whereas Sellwood and other closer-¡n SE neighborhoods have witnessed significant ¡nvestments in bikeways and green streets and 
Foster-Powell/East Portland neighborhoods are in urban renewal areas or receiving considerable attention in the name of equity, Woodstock 
has been overlooked despite ¡ts near-term land use/transportation potential and infrastructure needs (e.g.8% of its roads are unimproved, 4 
times the City average). Located 5 miles from downtown, the neighborhood is at the tipping point for "lnterested but Concerned" riders. Riding 
one's bike is actually faster than taking the bus and is time-competitive with driving depending on traffic. ln terms of reaching the City's 
bicycling mode split goal, we are low hanging fruit that the 50s Bikeway project will help capture. I hope that this will be the start of renewed 
¡nterest in Portland's great in-between neighborhoods. 

Respectfully, 

Christopher Yake 

5223 SE Steele St 

Portland, OR 97206 
pdxvake@smail.com 

i 
My wife and l, a 6-year old that must cross 52nd Ave to walk and cycle to Woodstock Elementary School, a 4-year old learning to ride and a l0-month old baby 

mailto:pdxvake@smail.com
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Moore-Love, Karla &ffi e$ 8B 
Fromr Chase Ballew [nscaleT@aol.com] 

Sent: Monday, August 15,201'1 1 1:06 AM 

To: Adams, Mayor; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Fritz; Leonard, Randy; Commissioner Saltzman; Moore-Love, 
Karla 

Cc: Figliozzi, Sarah; Stoll, Alison; sandral@cnncoalition.org 

Subject: 50's Bikeway Project - letter of support 

Attachments : CN N_Letter_of_S u pport. pdf 

Dear Mayor and Commissioners,
 
Attached is a letter from the Central Northeast Neighbors district coalition written in support of
 
the 50's Bikeway Project, which is scheduled to go before city council on Septernber 1st.
 

-Chase Ballew 
Central Northeast Neighbors, Inc. 
Land Use, Transportation, Open-spacc & Parks (LUTOP) intern 

8l1sl20t1 

mailto:sandral@cnncoalition.org
mailto:nscaleT@aol.com
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Crrurnnl NonTHEAST NercHBoRS, rNC. 

4415 NE STthAve o Porfland, OR972ZO-49O1 
503-823-3156 

August I l, 2011 

Dear Mayor and Commissioners, 

This letter is to formally express the support of Central Northeast Neighbors coalition for 
the City of Portland Bureau of Transporlation's 50's Bikeway Project, a proposed 4.5 
mile north-south bike route from NE Thompson Street and 57th Avenue south to SE 
V/oodstock Boulevard and 52nd Avenue, approximately one mile of which is within 
CNN territory. 

Central Northeast Neighbors was involved in the design of this project, both through a 

representative of Central Nonheast Neighbors who was parl of the project's citizen 
advisory committee, and through multiple meetings between project staff and CNN staff 
and committees. During our involvement project staff readily accepted citizen and 
stakeholder input, making multiple changes to the proposed bikeway in response, and 
while it was not possible for every suggestion to be incorporated into the project, we are 
satisfied with both the process and final result. 

Project staffhave listened to and carefully balanced the needs ofresidents, cyclists, 
motorists, and the city as a whole, and while the final result being submitted to the City 
Council for approval may not be perfect, we believe it to be a reasonable compromise 
given the limited resources available. Central Northeast Neighbors therefore encourages 
the Council to approve this project as presented. 

Respectfully, 

0l_,""Ð -NWW 
Alison Stoll, Executive Director 
Central Northeast Neighbors, Inc. 

www.cnncoalition.org
 

http:www.cnncoalition.org
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From: Zach Michaud [zamicha@yahoo.com] 

Sent: Thursday, August 04,2011 1:26 PM 

To: Adams, Mayor; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Fritz; Leonard, Randy; Commissioner 
Saltzman; Moore-Love, Karla 

Cc: Figliozzi, Sarah 

$ubject: 50s Bikeway Project Letter of Support 

Attachments: SOsBikeway.pdf 

Greetings Portland City Commisioners, 

Please see the attached letter of support for the 50s Bikeway Project from 
the North Tabor Neighborhood. 

Thank you, 
Zach Michaud 
North Tabor Neighborhood Association, Chair 
chair@northtabor.org 

818/2011
 

mailto:chair@northtabor.org
mailto:zamicha@yahoo.com
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Dear Members of the Portland City Council: 

The North Tabor Neighborhood Association ("NTNA") Board has had several opportunities to meet with City 
staff Rich Newlands and Sarah Figliozzi to discuss specific ploposals for the 50's Bikeway Project. The lloard 
greatly appreciates the opportunity to actively participate in the ploject's development. 

The NTNA Board always has, and will continue to, supporl this Project since the initial presentation to 
the neighborhood in November', 2010. The Board supports the entire Project, including elements within our 
neighborhood, for the following reasons: 

continuous set of wolld-class bike facility improvements,
 
'A safer pedcstrian envirollment along the couidor and particularly within our neighbor:hood as a result
 
of signalized crossings, curb extensions, and lane narrowing,
 
'The City's thoughtful design solutions in response to local conccLns, and
 
'An overall reduction of cut-thlough auto trafflrc on local residential streets.
 

Specifically, the Board appleciates the City's tlroughtful attention to resolve cut-thlough auto h'alfìc on avcnues 
between Burnside and Glisan. A special mceting with NTNA residents on traffic cliversion on May I 7, 20I I rvas 
well attended and exhibited neighbors'concems regarding traffic on local avenues and a stlong dcsire to sec 
diversion implemented. However, we undel'stand concerns continue to exist at this point in the ploject's 
development that the proposed traffic diversion may not be enough or may simply shift the trafÏic fì'om one 
residential street to other residential stleets. The Board appreciates Ms. Figliozzi's pr:omise to review stop signs 
on these parallel local avenues to better facilitate east/west bike movements on the NE Everett bike boulevard 
and discourage shifting cut-through trafíìc to those intersecting avenues. The Board also supports and 
appreciates the City's proposal to conduct traffic counts about three months after project implementation and 
ensure sufficient funds are set aside to implement additional traffic calming/diversion, if significant increases in 
traffic materialize on these parallel avenues. 
The Board is encouraged by the City's inclusiveness on this Project and the steps taken to address our few 
concerns. Tlte NTNA Board strongly supports the 50's Bikeway Project in its cntirety and we look forward to 
our continued involvcment during its irnplementation. 

Sincerely, 

Zachary Michaud 
Chai4 NTNA 
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Parsons, Susan 

From: Jonathan Gordon [jonathan@kinobe.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 04,2011 11:22 AM 
To: Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Frilz; Leonard, Randy; Commissioner Saltzman; Moore-

Love, Karla; Adams, Sam; Figliozzi, Sarah; mshaverl @yahoo.com 
Subject: I support the 50s Bikeway Project! And I hope you do, too! 

Portland City Council Commissioners and Mayor Adams, 

I'm w::iting to express my support- for the 50s Bikeway Project. More specificall-y, T wanted 
to express my supporL for incJ-uding a diverter at SE 52nd and Divlsion. Untlf this past
February, I lived on 1-he proposed bikeway itself al- SE 52nd near Salmon. f moved about ten
blocks west and still, bike this route occasionalJ-y to head north. When I have ridden south
from there -- quite often, as I'm a big fan of Lost Gorditos at SE 50th and Division -
I've Ì:iked on SE 5lst south of Hawthorne because SE 50th has fast-moving car traffj-c and 
SE 52nci gets very busy south of Lincoln. 

I understand that you'11 be meeting with folks who have reservatj-ons about the project and 
woufd li.ke, either instead of or in addition to the proposed clj-verter at SE 52nd,
additional diverters at SE 51st and SE 53rd. T attended the Mt. Tabor neighborhood
assoc-iation meeting r,vhen these options were discussed and voted on and it seemed to me 
that- nLost of the opposition came from folks who lived on SE 51st and SE 53rd just north of
Divlsion. While f understand their fears of becoming a cut-through streel-, from my
experience riding on them j-t seems highly unlikely. Str 5Oth is a much more car-friendly
option and it's onÌy one extra bfock west. P]us, both SE 51st and SE 53rd are so narrow 
and bumpy it seems pretty unpalatable as a cut-through. 

Now I'm not a traffic engineer but the folks representing the city made some decent
 
arguments as to why they didn't think traffic woufd divert onto SE 51st and SE 53rd

without the need for additionaf diverters. Pfus, they proposed adding diverters after

first testing to see if there was indeed an issue. This alf seems very reasonabÌe to me.
 

I'm asking you to support the sofution proposed by your own experts:

Install a diverter at SE 52nd and Divisj-on and measure traffic vofumes to see if reality

foflows the predictions. If there's an unreasonable additlonal traffic to the currently
very low levels that are experience on the street, add additional diverters at SE 51st and 
SE 53rd. 

Thanks for listening ! 

Jonathan 
421"5 SE Alder St 
Portland, OR 97215 
(341) 632-8568 

http:yahoo.com
mailto:jonathan@kinobe.com
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Parsons, Susan 

From: 	HeidiRahn[heidirahn@uwalumni.com] 

Sent: 	Thursday, August 04,201 1 10:14 AM 

To: 	 Adams, Mayor; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Fritz; Leonard, Randy; Commissioner Saltzman; 
Moore-Love, Karla 

Cc: 	 Figliozzi, Sarah; mshaverl @yahoo.com 

Subject: 	50's Bikeway Project 

Dear Mayor Adams and Portland City Council Commissioners, 

I arn writing to ask fbr your suppoft of the 50's bikeway project, especially the proposed testing 
of the diverter of northbound auto traffic at 52nd and Division. I believe this cornponent of the 
plan is essential to reducing the high traffic levels on this stretch of SE 52nd, rnaking it safer for 
bicyclists, pedestriaus, ancl residents. 

I am a bike comnruter and recently had a baby. I live on Lincoln St and look forward to 
commuting with rny baby to work in the Lloyd District. However, I am concemed about the 
safety of riding ou Lincoln St given tlie high volume of vehicle traffic and, particularly, the 
dangerous intersection at 52nd. 

As you make your decisions regarding the next steps with the 50's bikeway, please consider the 
safety of the bikers and residents on Lincoln St. I encourage you to test the diverter so you 
have accurate data to make sound policy and planning choices. Thank you for your 
continued support of sustainable transportation methods in Portland. 

Sincerely, 

Heidi Rahn 
5673 SE Lincoln St 
Portland OP.97215 
s03-3 t2-4901 

8181201r 

http:yahoo.com
mailto:HeidiRahn[heidirahn@uwalumni.com
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VIA HAND DELIVBRY 

TO: 	 Mzryol Aclams 
Comrnissioner Fritz 
Commissioner Fish 

ËUt,ITuË {:i¡,,:ii.,lt F,H 4|lÈ,Commissioner Saltzman 

Commissioner Leonard
 
City Auclitor Griffi n-Valade
 

FROM: 	 Residents Concernecl About the Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52M Avenue 
and SE Division 

DATE: 	 Iuly 26,2011 

RE: 	 Opposition to Proposecl Traffic Diversion at SE 52"d Avenue 
and SE Division 

Enclosed please find: 

' 	 A Petition signed by 199 neighbors of the 50s Bikeway project who oppose the 
irnplementation or testing ofthe proposal to divert all northbouncl car traffic at Southeast 52"d 

Avenue and Division; and 

' 	 62 personal letters addressed to each of you signed by neighbors who oppose the 
implementation or testing of the proposal to divert all nolthbound car traffic at Southeast 52"'l 
Avenue and Division 

Sincerely, 

Julie Rhodes ancl Amy Larson 

iulic'rll)anr pluscorp.conl Alarson(l¿)pf glaw.conl 
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NE/Se 50s Bikeway Project
 
SE 52"d Þivision to Lincoln Troffic eoln'ling
 

PETITICINI BY CONEERNED NEIGI.IBORS 

This Petllion is presenled by residenis who ore concerned obout ilre proposol to resfrict or prohibit 
vehicle troffic from proceeding NORTH on Southeosi 52nd Avenue of Dìvislon. All or most of lhe 
undersigned petitloners live on SE 5lst, SE53'd ond 541r'Avenues Norlh of Division. 

ln generol, most of us support the oddition of o bikewoy on NE/SE 52no Avenue. We hove o voriely 
of opinions on specifìc ospecls of the proposed bikewoy; however, we ore uniled in one common 
o bjection. 

We ore odomontly opposed lo ony plon which reslricÌs or prohibils vehicle frqffic from proceeding 
NORTH on Southeosl 52nd Avenue ol Division. We ore specificolly opposed to Alternqfives C & D 

described in the NE/SE 50s Bikewoy Project, SF 52nd: Division to Lincoln Troffic Colming slides 
("Moleriols") presenled olÌhe neighborhood meefing on Moy 5,2011which would regulote NB troffic 
ol Division or implemenl q semidiverler/NB ol Division + bus couplel. 

5l't, 53'd ond 54lh ore norrow residenliol sf reels. With o ì2' single trovel lqne / 28' curb f o curb, they 
ore unsuiled lo heovy cqr troffic. 52nd, with much wider lO'double trovel lone / 3ó'curb lo curb 
dimensions, is much bellersuiled 1o retoln lhe lroffic levels it currently susloìns. Our residenliolstreets 
hove qlreody experlenced o slgnificont increqse in "cuT through" trqffic os lroffic on Dlvisìon hos 
increosed in recent yeors. Drivers increosingly cut through on 5ltl,53'd ond even 541h.lo ovoid fhe 
congeslion on Division, resultìng ìn the degroded sofety, inTegrlty ond peocefulness of our 
neighborhoods. We ore concerned thot ony chonge which restricts or prohibifs NB troffic ot 52nd, 
including Allernolives C & D, will greotly exocerbote this problem. 

We view ony plon which reslricls or prohibils vehicle troffic from proceeding northbound on 52nd qf 
Division qs inlolerqble. 

We understond fhere ore q number of qlternotive proposols under considerotìon, includìng 
Alternotlves A & B underlhe Moleriols, which would retoin NB vehlcle troffic on 52'rd buf include 
modlficotions lo ìmprove sofefy for fhe bìkewoy on 52nd. Mony of us generolly support lhe City's 
efforts ln developing These qllernotives f urlher. 

We qsk lhot o ny f uf ure efforts with respecl to o bikewoy on 52nd foc us exclusively on proposols whic h 

ollow for the co-exislence of lhe bikewoy ond vehicle lrqffic on 52nd withoul resfriclion or prohibilion 
to NB lrqffic ol 52nd. 

SUBMITTED 201ìbytheurrdersignedconcernedresidents,oll of whomrepresentorrhis 
or her own behqlf lhot he or she is o compelent qdult qnd the informotion set forth nexl 1o his or her 
signolure is lrue in oll rnoleriolrespects. 

See _____ signolure poges of toched hereto ctnd tncorporoled herein 

Pagc I - 52"" BIKEWAY PII'IITION 
H :\lJ ìl<cu,ay Pctition v.2.u?d 
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C onfidentiality requested. 42 pages of petition submitted. 
Clerk copy destroyed. 

7	 Council Clerk 

8. 

9. 

10. w 
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1221 SW 4'l'Avenue, Room 140 
Poftland, Oregon 97204 
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7' 7 -rr', 
Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be corning before the City 
Council for approval. I am wholehealtedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see rnany positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great conceflì to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Poftland Bureau of Transpoftati,on (PBOT) ìs recornrnending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52"d (except buses and brcycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"'t atSE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52nd and SE Division. This option (refened to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate shar e of the bulden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There ale more reasonable and balanced sqlutions which would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the l00s of people who live near.b)¡ or drive through 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accommo date a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recornrnending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On Jutre 15,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very close and 
demonsh'ates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT fo ¡rursue alternafives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with rnany of rny neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recornrnend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our nau'ow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" h'affic as drivers cut tluough on SE 51"t, 53'd and 5411' and all thè way up 
to 59tl'to avoid the congestion on Division. 'Ihis has already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a divert er at 52"d will greatly exacerbate this 
problern and end up diverting a large share of the h'affic fi'om 52"d (a two-lane street) onto oul 
narlow (one-lane) adjacent sû'eets. The Rikeway project team itself identified cut-through h'affic 
avoiding the SE 50"' and Division intersection as a problern eally on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problern of cut-through traffic to narrower adjacent sh'eets. 
This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent sÍeets are inappropriate for 
these narrow residential stleets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
ttaffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would uearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" altemative! Mol'eoveï, even if h'affrc volunes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to 'lnitigate" the irnpact with devices such as 
speed burnps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the rnitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diveter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative fireasures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52"d. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have fal less potential negative irnpact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl' and SE 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altérnatives, preferably in conjuncdJn, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-irnpact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic caftning for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52"d Ave. Another viable option lould be to leave the tlaffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which rnany believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing tu'affic with 
nothing mol'e than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PROT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
relnove east side street patking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. All of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large nurnber of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52"'l and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safetv. peacefulness and livabilifv of nearbv streets. A Bikeway which is irnplemented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for youl caleful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 
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lune 17,201-7 

A proposed solution to meet the goals of the 5Os Bikeway. 

I would like to propose a solution for the bicycle boulevard North of Division on 52nd Ave that I 
think meets both goals of reducing cut through traffic and avoiding negatively impacting adjacent 
streets. At the meeting on June Bth, Sarah Figliozzi and Rich Newlands of PBOT were open to 
additional measures being implemented on adjacent streets in conjunction with the divefter at 
52nd at the time of testing, and as part of the overall recommended solution. 

What would these measures be on adjacent streets? 

1, Diverter at 51st and Division preventing Northbound access onto 51st 
2. Stop signs at the Northbound intersections of 53rd and 54th at Sherman 
3. Speed bumps on 53rd and 54th 

What would these additional measures do? 

1. Because 51st has the highest potential to see additional cut through traffic from vehicles
 
traveling West on Division, a diverter would eliminate the risk entirely. It would likely lower even
 
the current volumes as there would be no Northbound access.
 
2. Stop signs at Sherman and 53rd and 54th could prevent cars from feeling like these streets were
 
good cut through routes. The additional time to navigate these streets would likely not be worth it
 
for potential cut through vehicles.
 
3, Speed bumps on 53rd and 54th would further reduce the potential for high speed vehicles
 
cutting through on these streets,
 

What could happen if these proposed measures are not part of the recommended design? 

If MTNA ends up not endorsing the diverter at 52nd Ave, there is the potential for the following to 
occur, 

1. City Council takes the recommendation of Staff, CAC, SEUL, and most of the neighborhood 
associations to test the divefter at 52nd and Division. 
3. Tests show additional volumes on adjacent streets are within the Threshold Curve. 
4. Adjacent streets could then have additional traffic (0-160 vehicles a day) without any mitigating 
meas.ures, 

Having these mitigating solutions for adjacent streets in the recommended design to City Council 
will ensure both goals for the bicycle boulevard are met. I hope the MTNA can come together 
around this proposed solution and endorse the overall 50s Bikeway. 

Thank you, 
Michael Shaver 
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Re: 50s Bikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52"d and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be coming before the City 
Council for approval. I am wholeheartedly in favor ofefforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concern to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"u and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) is recornmending that all 
northbound car traffic on SE 52"d (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d atSE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52nd and SE Division. This option (refered to by pBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will qeate more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions which would accommoclate 
the Bikewa]¡ without adversely impactine the l00s of people who live nearbv or drive tlrrourllr 
this area. These altematives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, *fti.fl pBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two-block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accomrnodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety,
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 15, 2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very Close and 
demonsh'ates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have flre 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully residents in possible

"ttgug"solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of my neighbors, did not k¡ow about the 
proposed diverter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car haffic on SE 52"d, but it has great potential to increase h-affic o¡
adjacent streets. Our narrow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant
increase in "cut through" traffic as drivers cut through on SE 51't, 53'd and 54tl'and all the way up 
to 59tr'to avoid the congestion on Division. This ñas already degraded the safefy, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a divert er at 52"d will greatly exãcerbate this 
problem and end up diverting a large share of the haffic from 52"d (a two-lane street) onto our 
naüow (oneJane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50tr' and Division intersection ãs a pioblem early on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to narrower adjacent sh'eets.
 
This does not make sense.
 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is an "acceptable" increase of traffic on adjacent streets ale inappropriate for 
these natrow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
haffic on each of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" altemative! Moreover, even if haffic volumes exceeded acceptable lirnits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be necessary if the diverter was not put in at 52"d in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traffic on SE 52ud. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative irnpact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'and SE 60'l'and Division to 
improve haffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm traffic through
creating "pinch points" along SE 52"d. Both of these altématives, preferably in conjunctron, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achjeve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52"" Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the haffic "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle haffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to follow the sarne plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recommending for the Bikeway south of Division - thàt is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52"d and Lincoln. Ali of these options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52"d ancl 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affccted 
neighbors which strike a more reasonable balance between the needs of lhe Bikcway and 
tþe safetv. peacefulness a4d livabilitv of nearbv streets. A Bikeway which l.Gpfgr11"nt.A
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better bãlances the nàeds of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Pr-oject. 
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City Auditor 
LaVonne Griffin-Valade 
122i SW 4th Avenue, Room 140 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Re: -5Os Cikeway - Proposed Traffic Diversion at SE 52nd and Division 

Dear City Auditor Griffin-Valade: 

I am writing in regard to the 50s Bikeways Project, which will soon be corning before the City 
Council for approval. I am wholeheaftedly in favor of efforts to provide safe, accessible routes for 
bicyclists and see many positive aspects of the 50s Bikeway. However, there is one aspect of the 
project that is of great concem to me and many of my neighbors: the proposed diversion at SE 
52"d and SE Division. The Portland Bureau of Transpo.rtation (PBOT) ìs iecommending that all 
northbound car trafFtc on SE 52nd (except buses and bicycles) be prohibited from continuing north 
on SE 52"d at SE Division 

I strongly oppose a diversion at SE 52'd and SE Division. This option (referred to by PBOT as 
"Option C") is a drastic option and will create more problems than it solves. It places an 
unnecessary and disproportionate share of the burden of the Bikeway in this two-block section on 
adjacent streets. There are more reasonable and balanced solutions wb-ich would accommodate 
the Bikeway without adversely impacting the 100s of people who live nearb)¡ or drive tllrough 
this area. These alternatives include: the use of turn signals and pinch points, which PBOT has 
already identified as possible options; leaving the two.block stretch as-is and monitoring its use 
as a Bikeway; and removing east side parking in this two block stretch in order to accornrnodate a 
bike lane (ust like PBOT is recommending South of Division). All of these alternatives would 
strike a more fair and reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and the safety, 
peacefulness and livability of neighboring streets. 

On June 75,2011, the Mount Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) voted to support the 
Bikeway generally but opposed the diverter. The vote against the diverter was very close and 
demonstrates the strong division in our neighborhood over this issue. We ask that City Council 
direct PBOT to pursue alternatives which are less drastic and less divisive, which have the 
support of the majority of neighbors most affected and which better balance the needs of 
the Bikeway with the safety, peacefulness and livability of our neighborhoods. We also ask 
that City Council direct PBOT to slow down and more fully engage residents in possible 
solutions for this two-block stretch. I, along with many of my neighbors, did not know about the 
proposed divefter until after PBOT had decided to recommend it. The public process on the 
diverter issue has been very poor. 

The diverter will reduce car traffic on SE 52nd, but it has great potential to increase traffic on 
adjacent streets. Our nanow, single lane residential streets have already experienced a significant 
increase in "cut through" û'affic as drivers cut through on SE 51't, 53'd and 54t' and all the way up 
to 59th to avoid the congestion on Division. This lias already degraded the safety, peacefulness 
and livability of our neighborhood and I believe that a diverter at 52nd will greatly exacerbate this 
problem and end up diverting alarge share of the traffic fiom 52nd (a two-lane street) onto our 
nalrow (one-lane) adjacent streets. The Bikeway project team itself identified cut-through traffic 
avoiding the SE 50th and Division intersection as a problern early on its planning, yet has settled 
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on a proposal which merely shifts the problem of cut-through traffic to narrower adjacent sfreets. 
This does not make sense. 

PBOT is suggesting a "testing" period for the diversion. I strongly object to such a test. PBOT's 
standards for what is au "acceptable" increase oftraffic on adjacent streets are inappropriate for 
these nanow residential streets. Mr. Newlands has stated that an acceptable level of increased 
traffrc on eaclt of the neighboring streets could be as much as 150-180 cars or more per day. This 
would nearly double the daily volume of traffic on these yet is still considered a "low impact" and 
"acceptable" altemativel Moreover, even if traffic volumes exceeded acceptable limits during 
testing, PBOT has stated that its response would be to "mitigate" the impact with devices such as 
speed bumps, stop signs and additional diverters rather than remove the diverter at 52"d. It is 
unlikely the mitigation tools would be effective. Additional measures will cost even more money 
and would not be llecessary if the diverter was not put in at 52nd in the first place. 

I strongly support alternative measures in lieu of diverting northbound traf{ic on SE 52nd. PBOT 
has identified at least two alternatives that would have far less potential negative impact on 
adjacent streets. "Option A" would enhance intersections at SE 50tl'and SE, 60th and Division to 
improve traffic flow through these desired alternatives. "Option B" would calm trafflrc through 
creating "pinch points" along SE 52nd. Both of these altematives, preferably in conjunctio-n, 
should be explored and tested instead of the high-impact "Option C". These two options could 
achieve the goal of traffic calming for the whole neighborhood, not just the two block stretch of 
52nd Ave. Another viable option would be to leave the traffio "as is" on this two-block stretch, 
which many believe could safely accommodate increased bicycle traffic and existing traffic with 
nothing more than minimal road signage. Another option would be to.followthe same plan on 
this two-block stretch as PBOT is recornmending for the Bikeway south of Division - that is, to 
remove east side street parking in order to put in a northbound bike lane from 52"d and Division 
to 52nd and Lincoln. Ali of thãse options would increase safety for bicyclists without adversely 
affecting such a large number of neighbors. 

I strongly urge you to vote against the diversion of northbound car traffic at 52od and 
Division and ask PBOT to pursue lower impact alternatives in closer dialogue with affected 
neighbors which strike â more reasonable balance between the needs of the Bikeway and 
the safetv. peacefulness and Iivability of nearby streets. A Bikeway which is implernented 
thoughtfully, with strong public process and which better balances the needs of the Bikeway and 
neighbors, will in the long run be best for bicyclist, neighbors, the City of Portland and all of us. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of this aspect of the 50s Bikeways Project. 

Sincerely, 

\1 
t ..v..-r\.-ç-_ 
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.A.ugust 2,2011 
Dear Mayor,A.darns and Pordand City Council Commissjoners, 

I am wrjting to âsk for your support of the 50s bikeway project as a whole and the proposed motor vehicle 

diverter at SE 52'"i Ave. and SE Division St. in particular. Just like the important proposed improvemenrs ro rhe 

crossings of the 50s bikeway at Iìoster/Powell and Burnside, reducing the high traffic volume on 52"'r Äve north 
of Division is essential to make this stretch of SII 52n'ì, safe for bicyclists, pedestrians, and residents. .A.s a 

resident of the affected stretch of Sll 52'"rAve. (benveen SE Division St. and Lincoln St.), I fully supporr the 50s 

bil<eway including the proposed diverter and r-rrgc you to go forward with the 50s bikeway staff and cirizen 

advisory committee proposal,'I'he diverter is the only method that will significantly reduce car traffic, 
approaching the accepted local access level the strect has been designed to handle. 

One of the main reasons why the diverter on SII 52"1 Á.ve and Division is essential, is the hazardous intersection 

on Nll 52n'r Ave and Lincoln St. where the proposed 50s bikeway crosses Lincoln Blvd. 'fhis partìcular 

intersection is off-set and has very poor visibility that is exacerbated by the steep hill on Lincoln St. just easr of 
SE 52*ì Ave and TriMet bus service. Add to this motor vehicle uaffic, of which more than 9070 is non

neighborhood cut-through traffic, that is threc times as high (-3000 cars/day) than acceptablc for residenrial 

streets, This makes this intersection dangerous for all traffic participants þikes, pedestrians, motor vehicles). I 
am a resident on SE 52"d Ave and my family which includes small children uses Lincoln St. to access Mt. Tabor 
park and have seen frequent dangerous situations at this intersection, mostly involving cars that try to "squeeze 

through". Because I reside just a few houses south of this intersection, I naturally use this route to commute and 

have been myself involved in a near collision with a motorist who disregarded the stop sign on 52"'r Ave. to 
"shâve off a few seconds" by cutting through this residential street. As an adult, I do not feel safe navigaring tbis 

intersection with its current trafltc levels and alr concerned for m)' children's safety. 

I do recognizethe natural apprehension of residcnts on the adiacent streets (51",53"ì) thatare concernecl al¡out 

traffic being diverted to their streets. As a resident of this particular stretch of the proposed bikeway (SIl 52"'r 

Ave between Division and Lincoln), I know that the geography of the neighboring streets (very narrow, existing 

traf[tc calming devices, et.) make it very unlikely that any signifìcant traffic will be added to these neighboring 
streets. Residents of these adiacent streets har.e proposed marked bike lanes on Sll 52"'r as an alternative to rhe 

diverter. While markecl bike lanes work on 52'"ì south of Division, the narrowing right of way of 52"'t Ave north 

of Division St. would require removal of all on-street parking and l¡e an unfair burden to the residents of 52n'r 

Ave, Furthermore, this would not solve the problem of the hazardous intersection of 52"'l Ave and l-incoln St. 

Reducing the northbound traffìc on 52n'ì Ave would l¡enefit the whole Mt. Tabor neighborhood. Significanr 

traffic reduction on this short stretch of 52"'r ,A.ve would have the much wider positive result of improving the 

quality of both the existing bikeway infrastructure on SII Lincoln St., which is the main access route to Mt. 

Tabor park from this area of town, and the proposed 50s bikeway and therefore would l¡enefìt alarge number of 
Portland residents. 

Sincerell', 

'fobias Hahn 

Resident and home owner 

on SII 52"d,Ave between SE Division and SII l-incoln St. 
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High Vehicle Volume qnd Through Trtrffic 
The volume of vehicles traveling on a neighborhood street 
in Portland can vary greatly. Lincoln St. between 50th and 
60th is currently oriented iu a way that encourages through 
traffic from Division. According to Roger Geller, the PDOT 
bike coordinator, volume levels for Bicycle Boulevards 
should be below 3,000 vehicles a clay. The volume data 
fronr ¡rumerous tests on Lincohr St. show the 10 block 
section of the upper Lincoln St. Bicycle Boulevard has well 
over 3,000 vehicles a day. Furthcrmore, traffrc on the up
per section and is by far higher than the lower bike boule
vard down to SE 20th and Ilarrison. Without the proper 
treatment of a Bicycle Boulevard, it is easy for vehicles to 
dominatc a strcct. 

Buses on o B¡cycle Boulevqrd 
The streets buses operate on are designated "Transit Access 

TotolVehicle Volume 

dr*"' '^*-J oo"" """ $." ,"" rt" of*"^". "os ot* 

Streets" and fiirnet typically avoids placing bus routes on neighborhood streets. In the case of the #71 bus, which travels 
along l0 blocks of Lincoln St, the route was mainly chosen by Trimet to avoid making turns onto Division. There are ex
tremely low numbers of riders who get on or off along Lincoln. Trimet has investigated moving the line onto Division and 
concluded they could do so - in only one direction (Northbound) - without any changes to traffic signals or intersections. 

Buses prcsent two problern.s on Lincoln. First, 52nd and 
Lincoln is a dangerous intersection for bicycles, pedestrians 
and cars. Buses pulling onto Lincoln frorn 52nd have to 
swing out into the oncoming traffrc coming down the hill 
on l,incoln. Many bicyclists and cars have to swerve over 
to avoid the bus in this situation, exasperating an already 
dangcrous intcrsection. Sccondl¡ buses cause anxiety for 
bicyclist traveling up the Lincoln hill and around the traf
fic circlcs. 'lhe dcfinition of a bicyclc boulcvard is "family 
friendly" and having buses on this street creates a less invit

53rd ÀEing atmosphere for rnany bicyclists. Many cyclists traveling 
up to Mt Tabor Park, are moving siowly up the Lincoln hill 
and often have to pull over and stop to wait for an intimi
dating bus to pass. Or, cyclists will have a loud, intimidat
ing bus right behind them waiting until they have gone 

around the circle to ther-r pass. 'lhis is not exactly "Family 
Frienclly'i 

Sqfe Routes to School 
The Lincoln St. Bicycle Boulevard connects a number of schools including Atkinson Elementary and Franklin High School 
in the upper blocks and other grade schools further down Lincoln. As more schools encourage kids and parents to bicycle 
and walk to school, Lincoln presents an ideal street to connect these schools. Division is the prirnary neighborhood collec
tor traveling East/West and is not at all friendly to bicycles, Lincoln is the logical route for kids ancl parents to feel comfort
able travcling on to school. 
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From: Parsons, Susan on behalf of Moore-Love, Karla 

Sent: Tuesday, August 02,2011 9:4'1 AM 

To: Figliozzi, Sarah 

Subject: 	FW: ln Support of the 50's Bikeway Project - Especially the proposed traffic diverters at SE S2nd 
and Division, and SE Lincoln 

lmportance: 	High 

Sue Parsons 
Assistant Council Clerk 
City of Portland 
503.823.4085 
please note new email address: 
Susan.Parsons@portlandoregon.gov 

From: Lisa Gorlin [mailto:lianagan@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 1:13 PM 
To: Mayor Sam Adams; Commissioner Fritz; Leonard, Randy; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Saltzman 
Subjectl In Support of the 50's Bikeway Project - Especially the proposed traffic diveÉers at SE 52nd 
and Division, and SE Lincoln 
ImpoÊance: High 

Lisa Gorlin 
6336 NE Pacific Street 
Portland, OR 97213 

August, 1,2017 

Dear Mayor Adams and Portland City Council Commissioners, 

I am writing to ask for your support of the 50s Bikeway Project, especially the proposed testing of the 
diveter of northbound auto traffic at SE 52nd and Division. I believe this component of the plan is 
essential to reducing the high traffic levels on this stretch of SE 52nd, making it safer for bicyclists, 
pedestrians, and residents. 

Currently, traffic on SE 52nd between Division and Lincoln, and traffic on SE Lincoln (also a bike 
boulevard) between 50th and 60th far exceed the recommended levels of traffic for their designation as 
local access residential streets, which undermines their effectiveness as bike boulevards. Recent 
measures indicate that approximately 2,800 cars use this stretch of SE 52nd each day, and 3,000 use SE 
Lincoln. The divefter is expected to reduce by about half the number of cars on SE 52nd, and significanuy 
reduce traffic on SE Lincoln as well. 

The diveder is the only method that will significantly reduce car traffic, approaching the accepted local 
access level the street has been designed to handle. In addition to improving the quality of the bike 
boulevards, the diverter's resulting reduction in traffic will also improve the functionality of the dangerous 
intersection at SE 52nd and Lincoln, currently a hazard due to the off-set intersection, poor visibility, high 
speed of traffic coming down the hill on Lincoln, and the presence of bus traffic on those streets. A 
reduction in car traffic on both streets will improve safety for drivers as well as cyclists and pedestrians 
using this busy route to Mt. Tabor and Atkinson School. 

8/2/2011 

mailto:mailto:lianagan@hotmail.com
mailto:Susan.Parsons@portlandoregon.gov
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I understand some of the residents on nearby streets are concerned about cut through traffic using their streets 
instead, despite the fact that their narrow width makes them inefficient for those looking to increase their speed 
through a neighborhood. I believe that reducing traffic volumes on SE 52nd would be an improvement for the 
whole neighborhood, and that the proposed plan to test the diverter and install additional mitigating factors if 
necessary (to ensure any traffic increase falls well below the city council-approved threshold) will allow this 
improvement to happen without significantly impacting other residents. 

Bike boulevards, as described by the City of Portland, are meant to be family-friendly streets with low-traffic 
volumes. Safe and peaceful, they help create healthy neighborhoods and a healthy city. I ask you to support the 
50s bikeway project, including the divefters at SE 52nd and Lincoln and SE 52nd and Division, which will improve 
the safety and livability of the Mt. Tabor neighborhood and serve the greater Poftland community as a safe bike 
route providing a much needed nofth-south connection in the area, 

I use the 50's Bikeway corridor often as I live in the North Tabor neighborhood and bike to all of my 
errands around the city. My bike trip to the SO's Bikeway Project's recent open house on 
Woodstock Blvd. was a case in point; I experienced a high volume of speeding traffic on SE 52nd 
between Division St. and Powell Blvd. This traffic had a complete disregard for my slower "vehicle" 
and buzzed by dangerously close, well within 3 ft. The solution to this safety issue is effective 
traffic calming which can be achieved by implementing the divefter at SE 52nd and Division, I am 
confident that once put into effect, local residents will see an immediate benefit to the 
neighborhood. We need to give this a try before someone gets hurt or killed, not after! 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Gorlin 

8t212011 
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From: 	Dolan Halbrook[dolan.halbrook@gmail.com] 

Sent: 	Monday, August 01,201'1 1:29 PM 

To: 	 Adams, Mayor; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Fritz: Leonard, Randy; Commissioner Saltzman;
 
Moore-Love, Karla
 

Cc: 	 Figliozzi,Sarah;mshaverl@yahoo.com 

Subject: 	50s bikeway 

August 2,2011 

Dear Mayor Adarns and Portland City Council Commissioners, 

I am writing to ask for your support of the 50s bikeway project, especially the proposed testing
 
of the
 
diverter of norlhbound auto traffic at SE 52nd and Division. I believe this component of the plan
 
is essential
 
to reducing the high traffic levels on this stretch of SE 52nd, rnaking it safer for bicyclists,
 
pedestrians, and
 
residents.
 

Cunently, traffic on SE 52nd between Division and Lincoln, and traffic on SE Lincoln (also a 
bike boulevard) 
between 50th and 60th far exceed the recommended levels of traffic for their designation as local 
access 
residential streets, which undetmines their effectiveness as bike boulevards. Recent measures 
indicate that 
approximately 2,800 cars use this stretch of SE 52nd each day, and 3,000 use SE Lincoln. The 
diverter is 
expected to reduce by about half the number of cars on SE 52nd, and significantly reduce traffic 
on SE 
Lincoln as well. 

The diverter is the only method that will significantly reduce car traffrc, approaching the 
accepted local access 
level the street has been designed to handle. In addition to irnproving the quality of the bike 
boulevards, the 
divefter's resulting reduction in traffic will also improve the functionality of the dangerous 
intersection at 
SE 52nd and Lincoln. Currently ahazard due to the set off intersection, poor visibility, high 
speed of traffic 
coming down the hill on Lincoln, and the presence of bus traffic on those streets, a reduction in 
car traffic 
on both streets will irnprove safety for drivers as well as cyclists and pedestrians using this busy 
route to Mt. 
Tabor and Atkinson School. 

I understand sotne of the residents on nearby streets are concerned about cut through traffic using 
their 
streets instead, despite the fact that their narrow width rnakes them inefficient for those looking 
to increase 

8/2/2011
 

mailto:Figliozzi,Sarah;mshaverl@yahoo.com
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their speed through a neighborhood. I believe that reducing traffic volumes on SE 52nd woulð be an 
irnprovement for the whole neighborhood, and that the proposed plan to test the diverter and ir-rstall 
additional mitigating factors if necessary (to ensure any traffic increase falls well below the city council
approved threshold) will allow this irnprovernent to happen without significantly irnpacting other 
resiclents. 

Bike boulevards, as described by the City of Portland, are meant to be farnily-fì'iendly streets with low
traffic 
volumes. Safe and peaceful, they help create healthy neighborhoods and a healthy city. I ask you to 
support 
the 50s bikeway project, including the diverter at SE 52r-rd and Lincoln, which will irnprove the safety 
and 
livability of the Mt. Tabor neighborhood and serve the greater Portland community as a safe bike route 
providing a much needed north-south connection in the area. 

Sincerely,
 
Dolan Halbrook
 

8t2120t1 
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From: 	Rebecca Casanova Irebeccaxcasanova@gmail.com] 

Sent: 	Wednesday, August 03,2011 l1:04 PM 

To: 	 Adams, Sam; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Fritz; Leonard, Randy; Commissioner Saltzman; 
Moore-Love, Karla 

Cc: 	 Figliozzi,Sarah;mshaverl@yahoo.com 

Subject: 	Please Support the 50s Bikeway Project and the Division/SE 52nd Avenue Diverter! 

Dear Commissioners and Mayor Adams: 

My name is Rebecca X. Casanova and I have lived on SE 52rtcl Avenue between Sherman and 
Lincoln streets since my paduer and I purchased our home in March 2004. Beginning in February 2011,I 
have attendecl numerous events where the 50s Bikervay project has been proposed and various bikeway 
options have been presented by PBOT stalT ancl discussecl with neiglibors and other interested parties. ! 
ask for your stronq supþort for the Bikeway pro_iect and for the traffic divefter at Division Street and SE 

2d ¿vcuue 

I am a year-round bike commuter. I comrnute daily from rny home on SE 52nd Avenue to the 
Portland State University campus. I average 40-50 miles per week on bike commuting (I am often on 
campus 6 clays/week). I am a courmitted but somewhat timid cyclist and the stretch of my commute that 
is the most fiightening is between my clriveway and the SE Lincoln Street/SE 50tlt Avenue intersection. 

Each tnorning when I leave the house it is challenging to enter traffic on SE 52nd Avenue because of the 
volume of non-local motor vehicle traffìc that is using my block as a cut-though (and frequently 
speeding). The intersection at SE Lincoln and Se 52"d Avenues is flat-out dangerous. The visibility is 
terrible and cars speed through the intersection. I have had far too many close calls at this intersection 
and believe strongly that installation of the diverter at Division Street would make these blocks and the 
neighboring streets safer for all, including cyclists. I will gladly put up with the relatively minor 
inconvenience of not being able to drive nofth on SE 52nd frorn Division in order to make a safer bike 
route a reality. 

I'm aware that there is opposition to even testing the impact of the Division Street diverter on the 

part of a few residents of 5l st and 54th Avenues. Their objections are neither reasonable nor realistic. It 
appears that this vocal minority would like to have all of the benefits of the bikeway without bearing any 
potential burdens. It is highly unlikely that drivers seeking a quicker route downtown would choose these 

narrow, uneven streets. Other options for these 2 blocks of 52nd Avenue have been presented by project 
staff and clearly have been carefully considered, but tlie diverter makes the best sense. Measures that do 
not actually cut most of the high speed traffic will fail to achieve the purpose of the bicycle boulevard. I 
have heard suggestions such as "pinch points"; I'd note that our sidewalk has already been widened near 
Lincoln without any noticeable effect on car volumes or speeds. Also, unlike the wider portions of 52nd 
Avenue south of Division, these 2 blocks are too narrow to easily accommodate a bike lane. Installation 
of the diverter is the only way thaT 52nd Avenue norlh of Division can actually serve as a bicycle 
boulevard and fulfill the purpose of providing a safe route for cyclists. 

I commend the Bikeways staff on the process surrounding the 50s Bikeway project, which has 
been transparent and comprehensive. There has been extensive publicity about this project and we have 
had many opportunities to comment and discuss the various proposals. I have been hearing about the 
project since mid-2010 and have received numerous rnailings and invitations to meetings and open houses 
where it has been discussed. Completion of the 50s Bikeway is essential to improving safety and quality 
of life for thousands of people on the east side of Poftland and beyond. It will provide an essential north
south connection for tlie existing system of bikeways and I hope to see it implemented. 

8/8/2011 

mailto:Figliozzi,Sarah;mshaverl@yahoo.com
mailto:Irebeccaxcasanova@gmail.com
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Sincerely, ¡** ú.ð "" n': 6D 

ffiffi 4{:A' 

Iìebecca X. Casanova
 

2214 SE 52nd Avenue. PoÍland. OR 97215. (503\ 539-3224
 

8t8t201r 
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Moore-Love, Karla &ffi 8Sß 
From: Chris Yake [pdxyake@gmail.com]
 

Sent: Tuesday, August 16,201 1 9:30 PM
 

To: Moore-Love, Karla 

Cc: Figliozzi, Sarah 

Subject: Fwd: Please Support the 50's Bikeway Project on Sept 1st 

Attachments: 50s Bikeway Letter of Support Christopher Yake.pdf 

Hi Karla, 

Can you please add my letter to the official hearing records for the Sept l st City Council 
meeting? 

Thanks! 

Chris Yake 

Dear Mayor Adams and members of City Council: 

My name is Chris Yake and I live on SE Steele St just east of 52nd Ave in the Woodstock 
Neighborhood. As a homeowner, driver, cyclist, pedestrian, father of three small children and
 
member of the Citizens Advisory Committee, I want to convey my familyosli| enthusiastic
 
support for the 50's Bikeway Project. In fact, we purchased our home partly because we knew that
 
the project had received Metro funding and would help rnake SE 52nd Ave a more livable street and
 
less of a barrier separating the east side of the neighborliood from the school, shopping, and
 
restaurants along and near Woodstock Blvd. I would also like to commend PBOT's project team of
 
Sarah Figliozzi,RichNewlands and Jennifer Tower for their hard work and diligence in producing a
 
strong alternative given the limited project funds. Since I endorse all facets of the project north of
 
Powell Blvd, my support is based on three key conditions for the southern segment:
 

1. Minímum of 6' bike lanes on 52ttd Ave between lloodstock Blvd and þ-oster Blvd: Since 
52rtd is an emergency route, the project tearn struggled to come up with additional enhancements
 
for the southem end of the coridor's alignment. Additionally, limited project funds forced the
 
planned improvements for the neighborhood route to the east to be defer:red indefinitely. In the
 
interest of both cyclist comfort and corridor equity, it is imperative that 52tìd be treated with a 
minimum of 6' bike lanes as proposed since this is the last remaining enhancement for this
 
segment. As demonstrated by multiple PBOT on-street parking counts, the removal of parking on
 
the eastside of the street will impact a minimal number of residents (on-street utilization averages
 
less than 20%o andwas 0o/o for many blocks). 

2. Speed enforcement øndfuture trafJìc calming along 52 Ave: Between 10,000 and 15,000
 

vehicles, many of them nonresidents from Clackamas County, travel on this stretch of 52nd Ave.
 
According to PBOT data, no less than 85 percent of these cctrs are speeding. This is untenable for
 
a major bikeway, not to mention a street that includes a school zone. Since 52nd is the only direct
 
signalized route between 39th (wliich one would never bike on anyways) andT2nd,there is no
 
reasonable north-south alternative for cyclists. For the safety of all road users, speed enforcement
 
must be increased along this corridor. Fufthermore, for speeds to be consistently controlled,
 
physical traffic calming devices (e.g. curb extensions, speed bumps with gaps for emergency
 
vehicles, bike boxes) must continue to be explored and introduced along the corridor.
 

8ln/2011 
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3. Neighborhood route soutlt oJ'Poxtell ødded to tlte near-ternt queue of Bike Boulevard/Neigltborltood Greenway 
projects: Not all cyclists will want to use 52nd Ave even with the proposed improvements. Rather than be indefìnitely 
defened, the neighborhood route primarily on SII 57tl' and 58tlt Ave, now that it has been plamred and vetted via the public 
process, should be funded as a rìear-tem project as illustrated in PBOT's cunent Neighborhood Greenways map. 

I serued on the project's Citizens Advisory Committee largely because Woodstock has been leapfrogged in terms of public 
attention and investment. Whereas Sellwood and other closer-in SE neighborhoods have witnessed significant investments in 
bikeways and green streets and Foster-Powell/East Portland neighborhoods are in urban renewal areas or receiving 
considerable attention in the name of equity, Woodstock has been overlooked despite its near-term land use/transportation 
potential and infiastructure needs (e.g. B% of its roads are unimproved, 4 times the City average). Located 5 miles from 
downtown, the neighborhood is at the tipping point for "Interested but Concemed" riders. Riding one's bike is actually faster 
than taking the bus and is time-competitive with driving depending on traffic. In terms of reaching the City's bicycling rnode 
split goal, we are low hanging fruit that the 50s Bikeway project will help capture. I hope that this will be the start of renewed 
interest in Portland's great in-between neighborhoods. 

Respectfully, 

Christopher Yake 
5223 SE Steele St 
Portland, OR 97206 
pdxyake@smail.com 

81171201r 
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Parsons, Susan & # ssg 
From: lafoecampbell@comcast.net 

Sent: Tuesday, August 02,2011 6:33 PM 

To: Parsons, Susan; Hermansky, Milena 

Subject: Support of the 50s bikeway project and diverter at SE 50th and Division 

Attachments: MayorCommissionerletter_08021 1 .doc 

]l
August 2,2011 

Dear Mayor Adams and Portland City Council Commissioners, 

We are writing to ask for your support of the 50s bikeway project and in particular the 
proposed testing of the diverter of northbound auto traffic at SE 52nd and Division. 

We live on the corner at the intersection of SE 52nd Avenue and Lincoln Street, an 
important and difficult intersection whose success in the 50s bikeway project depends 
on the installation of the diverter of northbound auto traffic at SE 52nd and Division. 

On a daily basis we witness close-calls and near incidents between 
bicyclists/pedestrians, including children, and automobiles at the intersection of SE 52nd 
and Lincoln Streets. We have also witnessed two near fatal incidents when a car hit a 
cyclist, one with a child, at this intersection while the cyclist was on the bike-boulevard 
designated portion of Lincoln Street and the vehicle was speeding through a turn at this 
intersection. 

This is a dangerous intersection for bicyclists and pedestrians and will be even more so 
with the additional cyclist/pedestrian traffic on the 50s Bikeway Project if vehicular traffic 
is not reduced to improve the functionality of the intersection. lncidents are typically due 
to non-vigilant drivers, high vehicle volumes on 52nd and Lincoln, vehicles that speed, 
vehicles that run the stop sign daily, poor visibility due to the jogged portion of SE 52nd 
Avenue, as well as vehicles trying to pass the bus as it turns. We need to address 
vehicular access and regulation in a serious manner at this intersection, and the 
proposed diverter project will add to the success of this portion of the Bicycle 
Boulevard. lt is an issue of safety for everyone. 

ln addition, many times cyclists must stop on Lincoln street and wait at the curb near 
our house so as not to be 'squished'when there are too many cars speeding next to 
them with the passing north or southbound bus #71. 

Add to this situation that many of the cyclists are transporting children on Lincoln Street, 
many times to the Richmond and Atkinson Elementary Schools, and even more so with 
the new portion of the 50s Bikeway Project at this intersection. Thus the success of the 
SE 52nd and Lincoln Street intersection in the 50s Bikeway Project depends on the 
installation and proposed testing of the diverter of northbound auto traffic at SE 52nd 
and Division. 

We are architects and planners and understand the impoilance of the public process. 

813120r1 
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We believe the public process for this project has been inclusive and fair, particularly the well
advertised, several open forum meetings for the diverter. 

Other cities are envious of Poftland's pedestrian and bicycle friendly city due to the creation of 
such entities as the Bike Boulevards, which are meant to be family-friendly streets with low
traffic volumes. I ask you to support the 50s bikeway project, including the diverter at SE 52nd 
and Lincoln, which will improve the safety and livability of the Mt. Tabor neighborhood and 
greater Poftland. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
Michelle LaFoe, lsaac Campbell, and our 4-112 year old daughter Amelia Campbell 
5208 SE Lincoln Street 

8l3l20rt 
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From: Spencer Boomhower [sboomhower@gmail.com]
 
Sent: Thursday, August 04,2011 3:02 AM
 

To: Parsons, Susan 

Subject: Fwd: I support the 50s Bikeway Project and Division diverter 

Hello, 

I received an out-of-office reply to the following ernail from ru¡u Moore-Love. The repry directed me to your 
address, so I thought I'd forward this.to you just in case you need to see it, perhaps to enter it into the record. 

Thanks! 

-Spencer 

Forwatded message 
From: Spencer Boomhower <sboomhower@gmai1.corn>
 
Date: Thu, Aug 4, 2011 at 2:58 AM
 
Subject: I support the 50s Bikeway Project and Division diverter
 
To : N i ck@portl ar-rdoregg& go v, aUfaUd@, randy@pE'{êudelçepq.go v,
 
dan@portlandoreqon. eey, Karla.Moore-Love@poftl andoregon. qov,
 
samadam s@portlandore gon. qov
 
Cc: sarah. fi gliozzi@portlandoregon. 
 gov, mshaver l @)¡ahoo.com 

Dear Mayor Adarns and Portland City Council Commissioners, 

My name is Spencer Boomhower and I live on SE 52nd near SE Madison. 

I'm writing to express my support for the 50s Bikeway Project, including the diverter at SE 52nd 
and Division. 

I live about ten blocks north of Division, right on the bikeway route itself. I welcome the traffic 
cahning the project will bring, not least because there's a lot of little kids along this stretch. The 
more traffic cahning the better, as far as I'm concerned. 

Traffic calming along the 50s Bikeway would also give a welcome sense of safety to people on 
bikes. The diverler at" 52ttd and Division is a vital part of this traffic cahning strategy. 

I empathize with the residents on 51st and 53rd who wony that the addition of this diverter will 
add to the traffic on their streets. But based on what I heard at the Mt Tabor Neighborhood 
Association meeting, their cunent traffic counts are extremely low, and won't be allowed to get 
high. Currently the counts on 51st and 53rd are something tike 200 a day, and PBOT has 
said it won't allow more than 150 more cars per day on those streets. Even their worst-case
traffic-counts would still be extremely low. 

Especially when compared to the counts on adjacent streets, like SE 52nd north of Division 
which gets 2800 cars per day, and Lincoln where it crosses 52nd which gets over 3000 cars 
per day. I have far more empathy for the residents of these streets. 

And this stretch of Lincoln is designated (despite having a traffic count that should perhaps 

8181201r 
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disqualify it as such) a bike boulevard. But in a recent experience I had riding on that part of Lincoln 
with a 4-year-old in a child seat, there was enough car traffic moving at a enough of a hectic pace that it 
didn't feel safe. This is not an experieuce I'm used to having on bike boulevards. 

There is of course a good reason it's this hectic: 52nd near Lincoln is a great shortcut. I've clriven it 
plenty of times myself. And based on my experience as a shoftcutter, I wouldn't consider 51st a viable 
alternative shortcut if 52nd were to get a diverter. 5l st is narrow, burnpy, and has a couple of niild 
bends: 

http://rnaps.google.corn/?ll:45.5054.- 122.61002&spn:0.14.27124&t:h&la)¡er:c&cbll:45.5054.
lU.6JpU ecþp=12-3s7.12.$J1.I2e 

This kind of "courtesy queuing" street isn't a draw for someone in a hurry. 

I do sometimes do ride 51st on my bike, mainly because there's so little traffic on it. Buteven on as 
narrow a vehicle as a bicycle, passing cars on 5l st is still awkward. 

My irnpression is that conditions are sirnilar on 53rd: 

http ://rnaps. goo gle.com/?l1:45. 5 1 4046.
1 24. 694824&spn:0. 1 8.45 703 I &t:h&layer:c&cbll:45. 5 05 5 1 1 .
)22.608065&panoid:YKZHyZeMUgvElLDf a2pUkg&cbp:12.359.82..0.21.17&z:1 

Basically, neither 51st nor 53rd make for very good shortcuts, and a diverler isn't going to change this. 

My sense is that the neighborhood generally supports the diverter. The voting on the diverter at the 
MTNA rneeting came down to three different options: 

1) no diverter, 

2) just a diverter on 52nd and Division, and 

3) a diverter on 52nd and Division, plus diverters on 5lst and 53rd. 

That last one stood out as the clear favorite, and I think this was because it combined the clear support 
for the diverter with empathy for the residents of the adjacent streets. 

Again, I support traffic calming in the form of a diverter at 52nd and Division (with or without 
adclitional diverters on adjacent streets), and I support the 50's Bikeway Project as a whole. 

Tliank you very much for your time! 

Sincerely, 

Spencer Boomhower 
1324 SE 52nd Ave 
Portland OP.97215 

8/812011
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From: 	Chris Rall [christopherjrall@gmail.com] 

Sent: 	Tuesday, August 02,2011 10:16 PM 

To: 	 Adams, Sam 

Gc: 	 Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Fritz; Leonard, Randy; Commissioner Saltzman; Moore-Love,
 
Karla; Michael Shaver; Figliozzi, Sarah
 

Subject: 	Support for 50s Bikeway 

Dear Mayor Adams, 

I live at 2332 SE 54th Ave. just north of Division Street. I would like to convey my enthusiastic
 
supporl for this project. We need this bikeway to cornplete the bike network which is so critical
 
if our transportation system is to support our econolny, health and the environment, and provide
 
our neighborhood with better bike connectivity to nearby neighborhoods like Foster-Powell.
 

Some have expressed concern about potential traffic increases onto our street caused by a 

proposed traffic diverter at 52nd and Division. The project managers have done an excellent job 
of hearing out those concems and developing ways to address them. As a resident of one of the 
potentially affected streets, I want to express my views on the rnatter: 

1) It is paramount that this bikeway be developed to attract the "interested-but-concerned" 
demographic that makes up over 60% of Portland's population. I am willing to see some increase 
in traffic on my own street to see this accomplished, because I know that a complete bike 
network that most people feel comfortable using will result in a myriad of benefits over the long 
term, including a viable and affordable transportation option for rny three kids when they get old 
enough to ride in the street. Achieving this level of comfort on the bikeway will require traffic 
cahning and reduction measures at least as "aggressive" as those proposed. 

2) Given the other design challenges on this section frorn SE Division to SE Lincoln including a 
slightly naffower cross-section, a bus route precluding speed humps, and the political 
impossibility of removing on-street parking on both sides of 52td Ave., it seems unlikely that a 
solution can be developed other than traffic diversion to make the 2-block section work as a 
comfortable bike street and preserve transit performance. Advisory bike lanes had also been 
proposed and comectly subsequently rejected. I fear this approach would present maintenance 
challenges and transit performance would be irnpacted with that strategy as well. Diversion of 
norlh-bound traffic (other than buses and bikes) at SE 52nd and Division is the best starting point 
for reducingtraffrc enough to create a biking environment that is comfortable to the "interested
but-concemed" demographic that this facility rnust serve. 

3) There are potential mitigation solutions for the sections of 5l st, 53rd and 54th Avenues which 
may be impacted by traffic increases caused by the proposed diverter. Traffic calming and/or 
diversion features on these affected streets have been suggested. An adaptive approach where 
affects of the initial diversion are observed, and other features are added as necessary is the most 
sensible approach here. This provides the opporlunity to implement traffic calming on potentially 
affected streets like mine if necessary, but also the opportunity for additional cahning/reduction 
on SE 52nd Ave. between Division and Lincoln if volumes and speeds remain so high that it 
remains a barrier to use of the bikeway for many people. 

8t3/20t1 
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In essence, the arrswer here is not to back away from traffic calming and traffic reduction on the 
bikeway, but to consider more traffic calming and traffic reduction on the bikeway and on 
residential neighborhood streets that may be affected by diversion of traffic from the bikeway. 

If we complete a bike network in Portland that our kids can safely use to get to school, their fi'iend's 
house and their f,rrst job, we will succeed in rnaking a safer, healthier, wealthier and more sustainable 
city for us and them. Build it! 

Sincerely, 
Chris Rall 

2332 SE 54th Ave. 
Portland, OP.97215 
707-834-5495 

8t3t2011 
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From:	 Tobias Hahn [tobias. hahn@comcast. net] 

Sent:	 Tuesday, August 02,2011 10:53 PM 

To: 	 Adams, Mayor; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Fritz; Leonard, Randy; Commissioner 
Saltzman; Moore-Love, Karla 

Cc: 	 Figliozzi, Sarah; Michaelshaver 

Subjectr 	 50s bikeway 

Attachments: SOsBikeway-Tobias Hahn.pdf 

Dear lvfayor Adams and Portland Ctry Council Commissioners, 

I am writing to ask for ycur support of the 5Os bikewayproject as a whole and rhe proposed moror 
vehicle divercer at SE 52nd Ave. and SE Division St. in particular. Just like the imponant proposed 
improvements to the crossings of the 5Os bikeway at Foster/Powell and Bumside, reducing tire high 
traffic volume on 52nd Ave north of Division is essential to make this strerch of SE 52nd,"safe foi 
bicplisp, pedestrians, and residents. fu a resident of the affected stretch of SE 52nd Ave. þerween
SE Division St. and Lrlcoln St), I fuþ support the 5Os bikeway including the proposed diverter and 
urge you. to_go forward with the 50s bikeway staff and citizen advisory committee þroposal. The 
diverter is the onþ method that will significantly reduc e car tr:rffic, approaching thã accepted local 
access level the sffeet has been designed to handle. 

One of the main reasons whythe diverter on SE 52nd Ave and Division is essential, is the 
hazardous intersection on NE 52nd Ave and Lincoln St. v¡here the proposed 5Os bikewaycrosses 
Lincoln Blvd This particular intersection is off-set and has ,rerypoó. visibilirythat is exacerbated by 
the steep hill on Lincoln St. just east of SE 52nd Ave and Trilviei bus service. Rdd to this motor 
vehicle tnffic, of which more than 90% is non-neighborhood cut-through traffic, that is three rimes 
as high (^3000 cars/ da) than acceptable for residential streers. This maks this intenection 
dangerous for all traffic parcicþants (bik r, pedestrians, moror vehicles). I am a resident on SE 52nd 
Ave and myfaprlywhich includes small children uses Lincoln St. to access Mt. Tabor park and have 
seen frequent dangerous situations at this intersection, mostly involving cars that try to "rqu..r. 
through". Because I reside just a few houses south of this iniersection, I naturally use this iout. to 
commute and have been myself involved in a near collision with a motorist who disregarded the 
stop sign on 52nd Ave. to "shave off a few seconds" bycuning through this residentiil sreet. fu an 
aduk, I do not feel safe navigating this intersection with its current toifi. levels and am concemed 
for my children's safety. 

I do recognun the na-gural apprehension of residents on the adjacent srreers (5lst, 53rd) that are 
concemed about tr:rffic being diverted to their streets. As a resident of this particular stretch of the 
proposed bikeway (SE 52nd Ave beween Division and Lincoln), I know that the geographyof rhe 
neighboring streets (u"ry n-afgw, existing traffic calming devices, et) make it veryunlfteÍyih^r 

^nysignificant traffic v¡ill be added to these neighboring stréets. Residents of these adjacent sireetr ha,r. 
proposed marked bike lanes on SE 52nd aJan altemative to the diverter. \X/trile -"tL.¿ bike lanes 
work on 52nd south of Division, the narrowing right of wayof 52nd Ave nonh of Division St. 
would require removal of all on-street parking and be an unfair burden ro the residents of 52nd Ave. 
Funhermore, this would not solve the problem of the hazardous intersection of szndAve and 
Lincoln St. 

Fdyçi"g the n-orchbound traffic on52ndAve would benefit the whole Mt. Tabor neighborhood. 
Significant traffic reduction on this shorr stretch of 52nd Ave would have the much -id.r positive 

8/3120t1 
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result of improving the qualiry of both the existing bikeway infiastructure on SE Lincoln St., which is the 
main access route to Mt. Tabor park from this area of town, and the proposed 50s bikewayand therefore 
would benefit a large number of Porcland residents. 

Sincerel¡ 

Tobias FIahn 
Resident and home owner 
on SE 52nd Ave berween SE Division and SE Lincoln St. 

ffi{å Íl8g 
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Parsons, Susan 

From: 	Laura Belson Iauratov@gmail.com] 
Sent: 	Tuesday, August 02,201 1 1 1:00 PM 

To: 	 Adams, Sam; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Fritz; Leonard, Randy; Commissioner Saltzman; 
Moore-Love, Karla 

Cc: 	 Figliozzi,Sarah; MichaelShaver 

Subject: 	Support 50s bikeway INCLUDING SE 52nd diverter 

August 2,2011 

Dear Mayor Adams and Portland City Council Commissioners, 

I am writing you in support of the NE / SE 50s Bikeway project including the proposed 
vehicular traffüc diverter on SE 52ttd between Division and Lincoln. 

SE 52nd is zoned as a residential street, yet we all know that residential traffic is not using the 
road - cut through traffÏc is. Your project managers at the Bureau of Transportation have 
studied this street and have confirmed that there is a disproportionally high amount of cars using 
sE 52nd as compared to its neighbors sE 51st, 53rd and 54th . The numbers speak for 
themselves. SE 51st, 53rd, and 54th have between 150-280 cars per day, and SE 52nd has around 
2800. Traffic is supposed to use SE 50th, the "collector" road, to cut through to Hawthorne, but 
instead it is using the residential road 52îd. 

My partner and I live on the corner of SE Lincoln and SE 52nd and are affected by the unusually 
high volume of traffic coming through SE 52nd and turning on Lincoln. The intersection at SE 
Lincoln and SE 52nd is very dangerous with low visibility. Cars that speed through 52nd, 
looking to cut through, sometimes do not stop at the corner, and it makes crossing the street as a 
pedestrian difficult. In terms of the goals of the bikeway, I can imagine that bicycles using such 
a high volume road would also have difflrculties. 

I understand that our neighbors at SE 51st and SE 53rd are wonied that traffic diverted at SE 

52nd might use their roads instead. PBOT has rnade it clear that the diverter will be a test only, 
and that there are strict guidelines that determine success. A maximum of 150 extra cars on 
their streets will be allowed. That would allow a total of at the most 400 cars on their streets per 
day, as opposed to the 2800 currently experienced on SE 52nd. The goal of the North bound 
diverter to reduce that number to 1000 cars per day on SE 52nd. It seems like a reasonable 
compromise to me to try to make neighborhood streets behave residentiatly for everyonc. 

8l3l20rt 
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I would be in favor of additional traffic rnitigation on SE 51st, SE 53td, and SE 54th between 
Divison and Lincoln if that will assuage fears of residents of those roads of traffic diverting to their 
streets. 

Finally, I would like to commend PBOT on the public inclusion process. I feel that it has been very 
fair, communicative, and we were all very aware in the neighborhood about meetings about the project. 
There was a flyer at rny door and on a telephone poll near my house, and I received ernails frorn project 
managers. About 60 people attended a local open house that I went to focused exclusively on the 
diverter, and over i00 people attended the Mt. Tabor Neighborhood Association where we voted on the 
project. 

Thank you sincerely, 

Laura Belson 

5224 SE Lincoln St. 

8/3/20r1 
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From: Michael Shaver [mshaverl @yahoo.com]
 
Sent: Tuesday, August 02,2011 11:18 PM
 

To:	 Adams, Mayor; commissioner Fish; commissioner Fritz; Leonard, Randy; commissioner
 
Saltzman; Moore-Love, Karla
 

Cc: 	 Figliozzi, Sarah 

Subject: 	50s Bikeway support, including diversion at 52nd and Division 

Attachments: lincoln_st_fact_sheet.pdf; Proposedsolutionfors2ndAve.pdf 

Dear Mayor Adams and Portland City Council Commissioners, 

I arn writing this letter to express my strong support for the 50s Bikeway project and especially 
the proposed testing of the diverter at 52nd and Division. 'When we bought our house at 5316 SE 
Lincoln St, we were sulprised by the volume and speed of vehicles on this stretch of Lincoln. 
The research I had done on this street clearly showed it designated a "local access street" and a 
bicycle boulevard. Seeing the traffic calming on the Lincoln/Harrison Bicycle Boulevard below 
50th and the lower volumes and speeds there, it was clear that something had to be done to 
further calm the traffic on this section of Lincoln between SE 50th and SE 60th and make this a 
true "family fi'iendly" bicycle boulevard. 

The benefit to the 50s Bikeway and the diverter at 52nd and Division extend much beyond the 2 
blocks between Division and Lincoln. 

1. Decreased cut-through traffic and volumes on 52nd and Lincoln.
 
With volumes between 2,500-3,500 vehicles a day, 52nd and Lincoln clearly are being used for
 
non-local trips by people cutting tlirough to the larger neighborhood collectors. The 50s Bikeway
 
staff clearly showed this with actual data. The installation of the diverter at 52nd, and Division
 
would be one way to reduce this volume of cut-through traffic and make these bicycle
 
boulevards feel less congested. I can't see how the city can allow a residential street, let along a
 
bicycle boulevard to be in the 2,500-3,500 volurne range and speeds approaching 3Ornph. That is
 
certainly not a farnily friendly environment.
 

2. Dangerous intersection at 52nd and Lincoln.
 
The intersection at 52nd and Lincoln is very unsafe and has been reported by many cyclists as a
 
danger spot. Because of the ofÊset intersection and high speeds of vehicles traveling down the
 
hill on Lincoln, this spot is ripe for a fatal accident. I have personally seen many close calls here.
 
The diverter would help this by reducing the volume at this spot.
 

3. Use of Lincoln St as a Safe Routes to School for Atkinson. 
I personally use Lincoln every tirne I take my kids to school and have to be particularly vigilant 
with commuters speeding past thern. Someday I would really like to allow my kids to actually 
bike on the bicycle boulevard, but the street is just too busy to allow this now. The diverter at 
52nd and Division would help reduce some of this cut-through traffic volume and hopefully 
additional cahning would further make these streets feel like other bicycle boulevards in the 
city. Because of the well irnplemented pedestrian crossing at Division and SE 55th, the very 
small atnount of additional traffic on Division heading East would not cause issues when 
crossing to Aktinson. 

I feel the public process leading up to the recommended solution has been fair and completely 
transparent. Project staff have attended the Mt Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) 

8131201t 
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meeting on a regular basis for the last year. Project staff even agreed to hold another inforrnational 
meeting just about the diverter for all the neighbors who missed the first meeting. There has even been 
additional rnitigation strategies suggested for adjacent streets. I've attached a proposed solution that I 
presented at the MTNA meeting, which was voted on with 2 other proposals. This proposal 
recomlrended installing additional mitigation at the time of testing on adjacent streets and received a 

large rnajority of votes at the MTNA meeting. 

The concept of the bicycle boulevard in Portland has been amazing. The city is truly leading the way in 
providing safe and comfortable routes for cyclist to get around. Unfortunately, there are some places in 
the existing network or new network where additional Íreasures must be taken to meet the ultirnate goals 

of a boulevard. Where the city has already taken action to reduce, divert, and calm traffic, our 
boulevards are great. The diverter at 52nd and Division will be a great benefit to the 50s Bikeway and to 
the existing Lincoln St. Bicycle Boulevard as well. 

Thanks for your time, 
Mike Shaver 

Michael Shaver 
5316 SE Lincoln St, Portland, OR 97215 
360.798.7719 | mshaverl@yahoo.com 
http : //www. michaelshaver.com 
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From: Lisa Gorlin Iianagan@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 '1 :26 PM 

To: Parsons, Susan 

Subject: FW: ln Support of the 50's Bikeway Project - Especially the proposed traffic diverters at SE S2nd and 
Division, and SE Lincoln 

Dear Ms. Parsons, 

Please enter this testimony for the record in support of the 50's Bikeway project, 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Gorlin 

From : lianagan@hotmail,com 
To: sam@portlandoregon,gov; amanda@portlandoregon.gov; randy@portlandoregon.gov; 
n ick@portlandoregon, gov; da n@ portlandoregon.gov 
Subject: In Support of the 50's Bikeway Project - Especially the proposed traffic diverters at SE 52nd and 
Division, and SE Lincoln 
Date: Mon, 1 Aug 2011 13:12:55 -0700 

Lisa Gorlin 
6336 NE Pacific Street 
Portland, OR 97213 

August, t,20LL 

Dear Mayor Adams and Portland City Council Commissioners, 

I am writing to ask for your support of the 50s Bikeway Project, especially the proposed testing of the 
divefter of nofthbound auto traffic at SE 52nd and Division. I believe this component of the plan is 
essential to reducing the high traffic levels on this stretch of SE 52nd, making it safer for bicyclists, 
pedestrians, and residents. 

Currently, traffic on SE 52nd between Division and Lincoln, and traffic on SE Lincoln (also a bike 
boulevard) between 50th and 60th far exceed the recommended levels of traffic for their designation as 
local access residential streets, which undermines their effectiveness as bike boulevards. Recent 
measures indicate that approximately 2,800 cars use this stretch of SE 52nd each day, and 3,000 use SE 
Lincoln. The diverter is expected to reduce by about half the number of cars on SE 52nd, and significangy 
reduce traffic on SE Lincoln as well. 

The divefter is the only method that will significantly reduce car traffic, approaching the accepted local 
access level the street has been designed to handle. In addition to improving the quality of the bike 
boulevards, the diverter's resulting reduction in traffic will also improve the functionality of the dangerous
intersection at SE 52nd and Lincoln, currently a hazard due to the off-set intersection, poor visibility, high 
speed of traffic coming down the hill on Lincoln, and the presence of bus traffic on those streets. A 
reduction in car traffic on both streets will improve safety for drivers as well as cyclists and pedestrians 
using this busy route to Mt. Tabor and Atkinson School. 

I understand some of the residents on nearby streets are concerned about cut through traffic using their 
streets instead, despite the fact that their narrow width makes them inefficient for those looking to 

8l1l20tt 
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increase their speed through a neighborhood. I believe that reducing traffic volumes on SE 52nd would be an 
improvement for the whole neighborhood, and that the proposed plan to test the diverter and install additional 
mitigating factors if necessary (to ensure any traffic increase falls well below the city council-approved threshold) 
will allow this improvement to happen without significantly impacting other residents. 

Bike boulevards, as described by the City of Portland, are meant to be family-friendly streets with low-traffic 
volumes, Safe and peaceful, they help create healthy neighborhoods and a healthy ciÇ. I ask you to support the 
50s bikeway project, including the diverters at SE 52nd and Lincoln and SE 52nd and Division, which will improve 
the safety and livability of the Mt. Tabor neighborhood and serve the greater Portland community as a safe bike 
route providing a much needed nofth-south connection in the area. 

I use the 50's Bikeway corridor often as I live in the North Tabor neighborhood and bike to all of my 
errands around the city. My bike trip to the 50's Bikeway Project's recent open house on 
Woodstock Blvd. was a case in point; I experienced a high volume of speeding traffic on SE 52nd 
between Division St. and Powell Blvd. This traffic had a complete disregard for my slower "vehicle" 
and buzzed by dangerously close, well within 3 ft. The solution to this safety issue is effective 
traffic calming which can be achieved by implementing the diveÉer at SE 52nd and Division, I am 
confident that once put into effecÇ local residents will see an immediate benefit to the 
neighborhood. We need to give this a try before someone gets hurt or killed, not after! 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Gorlin 

81112011 




